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New dike plan in. works for the Zymacord 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
No action will be taken to build a dike on the 
Zymacord river until the provincial government re- 
evaluates the cost factor. 
Bob Marcellin, a planner for .the regional-dislrict 
says the dike plans forwarded by the environment 
department three years ago are now viewed as 
inadequate and obsolete. 
Approximately 40 residences in New Remo have 
14 Flavors 
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CLC leader 
been threatened by flooding" for years. 
Alice Chen-Wing, the regional district director from 
the area, saysthe problem started when houses near 
the Zymacord were constructed before regional 
district bylaw specifications were even in existence. 
Thus houses were constructed which weren't 
adequately protected from the flooding hazard. 
The provincial government came up with a proposal 
for a dike three years ago, but the cost sharing 
arrangement was rejected by most New Remo 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
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residents, though the issue never came to a referen- 
dum. Alarmingly high water levels last week has 
renewed interest in the dike plan. 
"We've requested the water resources branch to 
present he costs and a program to the people to at 
least minimize the problem," Marcellin said. The 
government considers the plan designed three years 
agoas not going far enough to solve the problem, so a 
new study is being made. 
Jerri Jones a resident of Kilby Street in New Remo 
h 
"20C Volume 73 No. ,,141" 
McDermott, head of the 
powerfulCanadian Labor 
Congress, aid Thursday he 
plans to do nothing to mend 
fences with u giant union. 
demanding his rolgnatlon.' 
McDermott said he will not 
resign, has allies In the labor 
movement who will hack his 
leadership and finds the 
complaints against him 
nonsense, false, "artificial 
nightmares." 
The Canadian Union of 
Public Employees (CUPE) 
has voted more than 1,000 to 
I to seek McDermott's 
thinks this time a suitable plan would be accepted by 
the residents. 
" It  could carry just by the votes on our street," she 
says. "I can't see why people wouldn't vote for it," she 
continued. "Right now you just can't sell your 
property out here." 
The government proposal would probably call for 
residents to pick up 25 per cent of the cost, Jones says. 
"file burden wouldn't be too hard to bear as "the taxes 
we pay out here are nothing compared to in town," 
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By JULIET O'NEILL Workers, which is also a ' 
QUEBEC (CP) --  Dennis labor c~gr~ affiliate. It 
has about 23,000 members. 
Postal union leader Jean. 
Claude Parrot is to speak 
today to some 1,500 delegates 
at CUPE's week-long 
national policy convention 
where the' vote to dump 
McDermott ook place. 
Parrot was sentenced last 
spring to three months in jail 
and 18 months probation for 
defying Parliament's bill 
• last fall ordering legally- 
striking postal workers hack 
to work. 
He wan freed on hall last 
spring pending an appeal 
resignation on grounds he hearing by the Ontario 
has failed to rise to the-.: Supreme Court. The decision 
defeace of postal workers, is still pending. 
CUPE President Grace 
Hartmun said in ,'an In- 
terview that she Is not 
leading a dumpMcDermott 
movement but that her 
union's rank-and-file are 
plainly Saying that the 
coneresa leader is out of 
CUPE says the postal 
workers are the chief targets 
of government persecution 
of all public service em- 
ployees. By not getting tough 
on behalf of the postal 
workers, CUPE says Mc- 
Dermott has betrayed all 
public sector w~kers and 
the entire labor movement. 
"What do I have to do? 
Jump through hoops?"  
McDermott skid in a 
tel,iph6ne li/i~i'~iiiw Train" ~ 
Ottawa. "The whole exercise 
is pointless. It's an emotional , 
b inge . "  
neglected the public service 
union members in the 
congress. 
He rejected any suggestion 
of failure on his part and shot 
a barb at Mrs. Hartman. 
"It certainly demonstrates 
a total ack of leadership at 
CUPE," he said, referring to 
the convention's policies ds- 
nounclng him. 
McDermott said he wasn't 
rattled by the events. "I'm 
not losing any sleep over it." 
He said he has risen many 
times to the clef eeoc of the 
postalworkers and makes no 
apoligies for two postal 
issues that irked CUPE 
members, 
One was his advice to 
postal workers to obey 
Parliament's beck-to-work 
bill, and the other was a CLC 
executive decision to refrain 
from nailing a nationwide 
strike to back the postal 
workers. 
"They seriously risked 
breaking the back of their 
union," McDermott said. 
Meanwhile, CLC vice- 
president Shirley Carr ap- 
pealed to CUPE members to 
get troubles off their chest 
but to remain united in the 
labor movement outside 
union halls. 
"Brothers and sisters, we 
can't be beaten down as a 
. trade union movement 
because the government is 
looking for that and the 
employers are looking for 
that," she told a silent, 
packed hail. 
Terrace is the third 
community in  British 
Columbia to use the new 
0u~lnmilytmohile developed by the 
Cart College of Art 
troaeh Program. 
Evelyn Armstrong will be 
artist in residence here Oct. 
91 through Nov. 4, con. 
ducting a two-week course in 
Intaglio, including etching, 
aquatint and photoetching, 
She will be joined by artist- 
teacher Gary Bowden, who 
will conduct a weekend 
workshop in intaglio Oct, 26 
through 28. Both Armstrong 
and Bowdon were involved in 
the "trial run" of the print. 
mobile at North Vancouver's 
Presentation House in 
August, just before the new 
unit left for the Northwest. 
The prlntmoblle residency 
is being coordinated with 
Northwest College. For 
further information and 
registration, contact Kathy 
Mueller, 635-6511. 
Terrace will be the first 
community in the province 
to see the 28-minute slide- 
tape introduction to print- 
making, "Pr intmaking 
ABCs", at7 p,m. in room 202 
at NOrthwest Community 
College, as well as a small 
exhibition of prints by B.C, 
artists howing the variety of 
CUPE, with more than 
257,000 members, Is the 
largest affiliate in the labor 
congress, an umbrella 
organization for.2,3 million 
union members across the 
count ry .  
The postal workers belong 
to another union, the 






J • opu Mum. through Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
PROVINCIAL  MEET 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom has proposed 
mandatory blood testing of 
drivers injured in motor 
vehicle accidents, 
A study of injured rivers 
at the Royal Columbian 
hospital in New Westminster 
revealed the "surprising and 
alarming" fact that only one 
In six impaired rivers were 
subsequently charged with 
impaired driving, Garden 
told a drinking driving 
conference Thursday. 
"An injury in a traffic 
accident, especially a minor 
injury, should not be a 
reason for a drinking driver 
to escape criminal charges." 
The attoruey-ganeral also 
said serious consideration is
being given to lowering the 
impaired limit to .05 per 
.cent. 
Police up inquiry in 'Lettergate' 
maj' or i ssue  
only say talks are con- 
tinning. 
Davis said Wednesday that 
Ontario strongly oppoues the 
gasoline price jump of 
between 20 and 23 cents a 
gallon the federal govern. 
meat is reported to have 
planned by the end of next 
year. 
Meanwhile, Hnatyshyn 
met Ontario Energy 
Minister Robert Welch at a 
downtown hotel for their 
latest round of bargaining 
over the contentious issue. 
There was no comment on 
the outcome of their 
discussion. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime raise the price to $1.30 a 
Minister Clark said today he gallon, Clark replied that 
hopes to reach agreement thereare a variety of options 
with the provinces on higher being considered. 
prices for oil but if an accord Little would be gained by 
is not reached soon "we'll Ontario Premier William 
take the decision ourselves," Davis' request to put off any 
Clark said at his weekly decision on price increases 
news conference that until after, the December 
Canada has to face up to the economic onference, Clark 
tough decisions 'needed to said. The conference might 
promote more exploration, only ha turned into one more 
conservation and replace- forum for opposition to price 
ment of oil by other energy increases. 
sources. Clark was pressed on ihe 
"A'country like ours, to be point Thursday in the Cam- 
strong in the future, is going rams. Bathe sought o play 
to have to face some difficult down Davis' opposition to 
decisions in the short erm," price increases and would 
Clark said. 
:~; } '  / "There's nothing to be Pricing policy = . ,~ i i  gained by hacking away 
. . . . . .  ,~ from tough decisions." 
Clark's etatement echoed 
a comment earlier this week i q t ry  hi  d 
by Finance Minister John n u a t e  
Croobie and appeared to 
indicate a hardening of the ?ORONTD (CP) -- The 10ut did not know f~ what 
federal position in the Star aayr~the federal, purpe~; ' ' '~ ' :~-~' ; '  
protracted iscussions with governmment Is ready to Robert Vallanee, a Gulf 
the provinces over oil.price begin a huge legal inquiry Canada spokesman, said his 
Increases. into pricing poileies and company was "aware of a 
Crnsbie said Wednesday: competition practices of longstanding federal in- 
"I think it's a good time to Canada's four off giants and vestigatio.n,. 
face up to the energy price 10 other petroleum com- 
question and get it behind us panics, p i and get down to the Job of In a copyright story today, _ r c e  
Et~t,[yn / Jrntst 'rong the teacher getting the country moving the newspaper says it has 
again." learned that the justice f i  i g 
Clark saldtedsy "the time ministry, acting on data X n Print workshop here to consulthasnotended." gathered since1973bytha h g a But he hoped to have an combines investigation C ar  e 
energy package put together branch, is hiring lawyers to 
before the federal.provincial prepare the government's HALIFAX (CP) -- There 
silkscreen prints, woodcuts, Gary Bowden, an in- first ministers' conference case. ' is an indication of "implicit 
linocuts, lithographs, and stru~ar at the Emily Cart on the economy in early One senior source in the if not overt" price-fixing by 
etchings that can be created College.of Art since 1974, has December. consumer affairs ministry major oil companies in 
in the new printmoblle degrees from the San "This government wants told The Star' that "(the evideneegatheredhyfederai 
facility. Francisco Art Institute and an agreement but if ministry of) Justice is at the combines authorities, Marc 
The general public will the University of California necessary we'll take the charging stage" in an in- Lalonde, former federal 
have an opportunity to ex- Sonata Barbara, He was decision ourselves," Clark vestigatlon that involves Liberal cabinet minister said 
plore the printmoblle on president and co-founder of said. everything from thaprtceof Thursday. 
Sunday at Northwest the Malaspina Printmekers Asked about reports the gasoline at the pump during Lalonde, speaking at Dal- 
Community College when Society in Vancouver. His government wants an in. the last six years to prices heusie University, said that 
arttst-teacher Evelyn Arm- work has been seen in crease in the federal excise charged to private gas an inquiry into possible 
strong will be on hand for a numerbus exhibitions and is tax on gasoline that would companies, price.fixing had been in 
free open house from 2 p.m. represented in public and He said the combines progress for several years 
to 4 p.m. and for a free in. private collections in North N ]~ffi branch --  now called the and a report is expected by 
troductory lecture on in- America. He was deeply umuer  burnauofcompetitlonpolicy federal officials next year. 
taglio printmaking in the involved in the design and - -  has turned over "rooms 
eveniug.Bothareopentothe development of the Print. d 1 y full of evidence" to the E d k 
public as well as students mobile, e a s j.,o. n a o 
registered in the print- A spokesman for Justice 
making courses. The Emily Carr College of i q k 
Evelyn Armstrong Art Outreach Program, I ][  nes ts  Minister Jacques Flynn refused to deny that a legal wor  ers  
graduated from the Van- initiated in 1978-79, now 
inquiry was imminent. He i ight  couverSchool fArt (ECCA) provides non-credit teaching VANCOUVER (CP) --  In. would not comment on any W n r 
with hono'~s in 1977. Her programs (workshops and quests into more than 20 impending charges. 
printmaking technical ex. shortcourses), children's art deaths resulting from a " 1 1 .  
pertise covers lithography, exhibitions, in-echooi number of alrcre, terushes Other .urcea teld The to  p icKeT  
intaglio, allkacrnen, wood. residencies, films on art, and in British Columbia in the Star that the investigation 
block and moneprint, Her printmobile programs to 50 last few months won't he could easily become the VANCOUVER (CP) --  
work was shown most communities in six college completed unt!l "well into largest series of court cases Striking workers at Placer 
recently at the Paperworke regions. Programs for in- next year," Vancouver in Canadian history and Development L d,'s Endako 
Gallery in Vancouver (Sept. dividusi communities are coroner Hal Murphy said would, for the first time, molybdenum mine near 
1979). She has completed recommended by members Thursday. reveal how the off giants -- Fraser Lake; B.C., have won 
three murals for businesses of local outreach committees The backlog is a result of Imperial, Texaco, Shell and the right to picket a con- 
in Merritt, collaborated on whose members represent the problems Involved. in Gu l f -  set gas vdees, strucllon site at another 
twobouksforchlldren, a dis various visual arts and bringing tugether the inquest Placer operation after the 
a recognized beekeeper. This educational interests in the Jurors, Transport Canada Gregory MacDonsld, a provincial labor relations 
is her second year as an region; local administration investigators and other spokesman for Imperial Oil heard reversed an earlier 
artist-teacher fo the ECCA is handled by community experts needed to testify as Ltd,, said bus company was decision. 
Outreach Program. college personnel, to the causes of the crashes, aware an inquiry had been The board said Thursday it
be said. eonducted let did not know had acted on erroneous in. 
Investigations are under the reason behind it. formation about a contractor 
wayintol2crusheuinB.C.ss He said several company whenithannsdpicketa from 
far this year, nine of which executives were subpoenaed Pincer's Equity Silver mine 
have occurred since Aug. 30, by the federal government to near Houston, B.C., until 
claiming 29 lives, testify before the restrictive Dec. 31. 
t~honey names, they said, Europe. Ran Greig, a "But it is primarily a trades division in 1975. Under the board's new 
would confound verification member of Bennett's matter of investigation," Imperial gave the govern- ruling, members of the 
by editars, communications staff, Murphy said. "It takes a meet everything it wanted, Canadian Association of 
resigned last week and long time to properly in. he said. The company also Industrial, Mechanical and 
Jack Kelly, senior caucus refused to responcT,to Ben. vextigate an aircraft ac. was aware that an inquiry Allied Workers will be 
researcher, later resigned, nott's questions about his eident so an inquest Jury into pricing policies was ~rmitted to set up picket 
The other researcher, Ellen passible involvement in the would be able to state the conducted recently in the lines at the construction site 
MacKay, is on vacation in matter, cause." Peterborongh, Ont., area, . as of Get'. 31. 
Guilty plea in $2.8 million theft 
Vancouver branch to 
another bank in Los Angeles. 
investigation by RCMP ~ld' 
FBI agents. 
Berenbaum recently 
pleaded guilty in Los 
Angeles to attempting to 
transfer the money to an 
account he had set up in the 
Los Angeles Crocker Na:, 
tunnel Bank. He was sen- charged with theft of the ~.8 
tenced to three years in a, million, but Judge G. H. 
California prison. Johnson accepted the lesser 
Police said the funds were plea of attempted theft. 
moved by phone using con- A second charge of 
fidential transfer code defranding the Bank of Nova 
numbers. Scoffs of 12.8 million was 
Baxter was originally stayed by the Crown. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
former Bank of Nova Scotia 
employee pleaded guilty in 
tPhrovincial court Thursday to 
e attempted theft of $2,8 
million following a con- 
spiracy to transfer the 
money by telephone from a 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
police investigation i to a 
letter.forglng scandal that 
has embarrassed the Sodial 
Credit party will be ex- 
panded as a result of in. 
formation received Thur. 
sday by the attorney- 
general's department. 
Nell McDlarmid, associate 
deputy attorney.goneral, 
said he will ask Vancouver 
city police to find out 
whether a letter printed last 
Aug. 20 in the Vancouver Sun 
was forged. 
The letter, attacking then 
.human rights branch 
director Kathleen Ruff and 
allegedly signed by Jane 
Hudson, associate professor 
of rehabilitation medicine st 
Margaret Louise Baxter, 
32, of Vancouver, and Barry 
Berenbaum, 49, a British- 
born salesman, were jointly 
charged May 23 after an 
the University of British 
Colombia, led to an apology 
three days later after 
Hudson complained she was 
not the author. 
"It looks like we'll have to 
investigate," McDiarmid 
said, "There's very little else 
we can do." 
The decision to investigate 
the Hudson letter follows an 
' announcement Wednesday 
by Atterney.General Garde 
Gardom that Victoria city 
police will check into 
allegations that letters to 
Victoria newspapers were 
forged. 
The tettex's, printed in the 
Victoria Times and Colonist 
last March, resulted in 
apologies to Gordon 
Townsend, a well-known 
local New Democratic Party 
supporter, The letters 
criticized the performance of 
former NDP human 
resources minister Norm 
Levi. 
A team of city detectives 
began their investigation 
Thursday morning with a 
visit to the Colonist, where 
they interviewed editorial 
staff about the Townsend 
letter. 
The controversy arose in 
September when it was 
discovered at least two 
Social Credit party 
researchers had counselled 
party supporters to use fic- 
titious names on letters to 
tjewspaper editors, Use of 
J ; 1 ( 
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EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
president of the Investment 
Dealers Association of 
Canada says all Canadians 
are benefiting from the 
Alberta Heritage Savings 
Trust Fund and denied that 
Alberta is getting wealthy at 
the expense of the rest of 
Canada. 
Andrew Knlewasger of To- 
ronto said Thursday that 
without the fund Canada 
would have faced a higher 
rate of inflation, a bigger 
shortage of investment 
capital and'a faster transfer 
of wealth to Alberta. 
He told a heritage fund 
conference sponsored by the 
University of Alberta that by 
saving 30 per cent of its 
resource revenue in the fund 
and investing it, Alberta is 
fuelling the Canadian capltal 
market. It is also slowing 
dawn migration from other 
provinces, although the shift 
of economic activity will 
continue' westward. 
"Your good Judgment in 
these matters had been 
beneficial for Alberta nd for 
all Canadians. 
"Canadians are fortunate 
that this province is 
generating savings, our most 
valuable and critical 
Alberta slush fund said good for all of us 
resource and the main He suggested that the Collins said the growing terence to con-tribute to the supp~ted the heritage fund, 
source of economic op- Alberta government, which size of the fund-  expected formulstionof~ninvestment two University of Western 
pertunity and growth." manages the fund, should to reach $6.2 billion by the strategy that will be both, Ontario economists pointed 
Kniewasserseldthatwhile further diversify its in- end of the current financial 
the $5-billion fund is an vestment portfolio--a need year and to more than $15 
important source of capital, aeknowleged by A. F. Col- billion by the end of 1983 -- 
it cannot dominate the lins, Alberta's deputy makes it difficult for 
Canadian capital market, provincial treasurer who treasury officials to form 
which totalled $301 billion presented the first paper to sound Investment ideas. 
last year. the conference. "I challenge this ann- 
profitable for the fund and a 
dPOSltive move toward the 
evelopment and • di- 
versification of the Alberta 
economy," Collins said. 
While most of the ~slx 
papers presented Thursday 
JUR Y TOLD 
Safety move is not economic  
W. M. McLelsh, com- 
mission administrator, said 
in a letter to B.C.'s chief 
coroner thatunder civil air 
regulations, backup systems 
ere not required and to in. 
stall such a system would ro- 
quire "complete redesign of 
all the critical systems In the 
aircraft." 
" Ins tead ,  speci f ic  
problems revealed by ser. 
vice use are resolved by 
redesign,  inspect ion 
requirements or operating 
restrictions with expedience 
as defects are discovered," 
he said. 
Witnesses told the inquest 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
Canadian transportation 
commission has rejected an 
inquest Jury's recom- 
mendation that all Twin 
Otter aircraft have baekup 
flap control systems, saying 
such a change would be 
economically unfeasible. 
The recommendation, 
along with five others, was 
brought down after an 
inquest into the Sept. 2, 1978, 
crash of an AlrWest Airlines 
Twin Otter in the city's Coal 
Harbor. Eleven of 13 persons 
aboard the craft, including 
the pilot and flight attendant, 
were killed. 
that he aircraft cartwheeled product modifications, 
sharply while approaching improved passenger safety 
the herbpr on a flight from procedures, more de- 
Victoria, partment of transport e.m- 
McLeish agreed with a phusia on accident 
recommendation that prevention and improved 
priority be .given to in- aircraft manuals to enable. 
mediate investigation of an inspectors to carry out 
air crashes to determine the proper safety inspections. 
causes .  
Other recommendations . McLelsh said proper th- 
called for better control of spections are already being 
aircraft  manufacturer carried out. 
]rmergy studied 
in a new l ight 
By ED WALTERS 
ST. JOHN'S,.Nfld (CP) - -  
A federa l -p rov inc ia l  
agreement was reached here 
Thursday to create a study 
group to examine the impact 
of the international energy 
~ituation on Canada's tourist 
, trade. 
~ ~ ,The agreement was an- 
~¢~0oan,~ed,followiag a closed 
~.~meeting'bf the 10 provincial 
tourisin ~.~miniaters and 
North America, he said. 
Wilson was here for the 
last day of the meeting of 
p rov inc ia l  tour i sm 
min is ters .  A t lant i c  
provinces ministers met 
Tuesday and the other six 
Joined the meetings Wed- 
nesday. 
Wilson said more travel by 
Canadians within their own 
country as well as a growing 
number of visitors from 
other parts of  the world 
out that the migration of 
capital to Alberta, which has 
the highest level of public 
service and the lowest level 
of taxation per resident, is 
done "to the detriment of 
Eastern Canada." 
P ro fessors  Thomas 
Courchene and James 
Melvin added: 
"The concern of the 
remaining provinces is that 
the proceeds of these 
(energy) rents will be used 
as weapons of economic 
warfare to build up the 
Alberta economy at the 
expense of the rest of 
Canada, 
"The series of recent 
developments such as the 
reduetinn in corporate tax 
rates as well aS the 
establlalunent of a heritage 
fund with a mandate to 
develop and diversify the 
Alberta economy appear to 
have confirmed their wccst 
fears . "  
The two-day, conference, 
attended by 180 delegates 
mustly from the academic 
community, ends today with 
Provincial Treasurer Los 
Hyndmen, who earlier this 
week announced a $200: 
million loan to Hydro Que. 
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Michael Wilson, federal 
minister o~" international 
trade. 
Wilson said after the 
meeting there is a growing 
trend for forelgq travellers 
to Canada and ~ey tend to 
spend more than U.S. 
visitors, 
The average tourltt from 
Japan or West Germany is 
likely to spend three times as 
much as one from within 
made 1979 a good year for 
tourism. 
.There appeared to be a 
drop in the flow of American 
visitors, but the fuel shor- 
tage in the U.S. still helped 
benefit the canadian tourism 
industry, 
Tourism is estimated by 
the federal government tobe 
worth $11 billion aanuaUy. 
installed in many homes to 
reduce fuel costs, have been 
responsible for a growing 
number of house fires, says 
the. Insurance Information 
Institute. The U.S. consumer 
product safety commission 
also reports that  improper 
installation and misuse "of 
the stoves are contributing to
an increase in home injuries 
and deaths. 
MOSCOW tAP) -- "With Hafez Assad's visit to 
rumors like that, he should Mescow. 
live for 100 years," says s Western diplomats noted 
Communist party official thatitwasuniikelyKh'ilsnko 
who denied new of Western would have left Moscow if 
reports that Soviet President crisis was imminent. 
Leonid Brezhncv had died. Earlier this week, the 
Moscow's morning Kremlin. acknowledged that 
newscasts today made no Brezhnev, who turns 73 m 
mention of the foreign Dec. 19, has been ferced~ to 
rumors or the denial, made bed by an ueapecffied illness. 
to The Associated Press Word of the ailment surfaced 
Thursday by a party official, when Brezhnev did not meet 
who declined to be identified, with Assad, the Soviet 
Union's closest Arab ally, 
The broadcasts headlined during the Syrian's fourday 
an account of the visit to arms.shopping visit that 
Budapest, Hungary, of ended Thursday. Arab dlplo. 
Andrea Kirllenko, a cl~e mats said Kremlin officials 
Brezhnev aide, and reports told them Breshnev was ill 
of a Syrian-Soviet commu- and had not.intended to 
nique following President slight the Arab leader. 
Only admits they talk 
EDMONTON (CP) -- flaue, but no meeting was 
Alberta Energy Minister scheduled. 
Merv Leitch returned Leitch rofnsed comment 
Thursday from a day of talks on published speculation 
with federal Energy about he content of federal 
Minister Ray Hna~shyn but proposals regarding future 
had little to say except oil prices. 
"we've got a wide range of He repeated an e~lier 
energy matters in the statement onexclse tactics:" 
discussions." "We would take exception: 
Leitch said no piecemeal to any excise tax that was 
agreements were reached on across the barrel, aerosa the 
the way to an over-all agree- range of products from the 
mast and no date was set for barrel, which in our view 
conclusion of ' talks, would be a tax in lieu ~ a 
Negotiations were to con- price increase." 
Della in the hospital 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- Hospitalofficials said they 
Singer Della Reese was in were not sure how the singer 
serious but stable condition came to Canada from the 
Thursday after undergoing United States. However, 
neuresurgery for five hours Cheryl Jones, Miss Reese's 
earlier in the day at secretary in Los Angelasv 
University Hespiial . . . .  ~sald tbe~ Detroitbom singer 
Miss Reese,. 47, who;' arrived .by. a regular com-' 
collapsed two weeks ago On ~erc ia l  ~ght, . . 
the Tonight Show/was. ad-.i :' Thes!~ penormmg 
mlttedla!eWeduesds~' to th~..her" ,soC~d,,'~Ong on the 
hospital s ":neurosurglcal ': To~Ight~S56W~Ith guest host 
unit. ~ ~.., ~ :~,: Rfehard Dawson when she 
She w~s :~.60ght;~to.-~tli~"'coll~psed, The col!apoe was 
haspital -5) ;' 'cab ~' f0r '~tI~ edited out of the snow. 
surgery, which was She was examined at a Los 
supervised by Dr, Charles Angeles hospital and Miss 
Drake. Jones said Miss Reese 
stayed until she left for 
London. 
A new way paves way" 
LONDON (AIP) - -  Black 
• co he lp  youbuy  
your  f i rst  home.  
q . ' • • : .~ ,  
Buying that first home.is a big step for every, only. , . . . .  
That  S why we,,ve=e:~pa~ded quor;.pxTogram to m a w r  fdr m0re :Brtttsh '., . '  
Columbi~i/'i'~'t0 bf iy 'hm~d~fi te ly  priced hom~}'~(c i r  f~rsf'J~i~e: . . . . . . .  " n~,~ 
Our new FIRST HOME GRANT of  $1,000 
is available foral l  eligible British Columbians. 
[I SAT .  g O  c [I Th is  grant  can be used to buy any type 0 fhome- -new,  old, s ingle family, condominium,  
mobi le  home,  townhouse.  Any type o f  home purchased  after July 18 can be acceptable, so 
long as it falls within certain price l imits. F rom Ju ly  18 to December  31, 1979 these l imits 
are  $54,000 in the Greater  Vancouver  and Capi ta l  Reg iona l  Distr icts and Fraser Valley 
communi t ies  up  to,:and inc lud ing  Chi l l iwack,  and S50,000 e lsewhere in the Province. 
~ ~ . ' 
3 HOUR 
FIRE LOGS 
Multi colored flames 
Easy light 
K mart reg. price 1.09 
SATURDAY ONLY 
I u - j i " 
Ofcourse, our FAMILY FIRST HOME GRANT 
ofup to $2,500 still remains available for those 
with a dependent child under 19. 
If you have not received any previous benefit, 
and are unable to qualify for either ofthc above 
F IRST HOME grants, remember the NEW 
HOME BUILDING GRANT of $1,000 is still 
a,~ailable until December 31,1979.To qualify tbr 
this grant, you don't need to be buying your" 
F IRST home, but it does have to be a NEW 
home. 
Remember this grant is available for F IRST 
HOMES ONLY. If you've owned a home before 
- -whether in British Columbia or elsewhere-- 
you are not eligible. 
The purchaser must also meet one of the fol- 
lowing residential requirements: 
(1) Lived in B.C. for a continucus period of not 
less than two years immediately prior to the 
purchase of the home, OR 
'(2) Born in B.C. and a Canadian citizen at the 
time of application, OR 
(3) Lived in B.C. for a continuous period of five 
years at any time, and a Canadian citizen at 
the time of application. 
I/or.htrther injbr~nation and appii,'ati,,ti ./brms.l;,. 
an.v of these grants, ph'asc cmttacl MiHistty ~!/.'/h'cs. 
Prov ince  o f  Br i t ish Co lumbia  
Min is t ry  of  Lands,  Parks  and  Hous ing  
Honourable James R. Chabot, Minister 
II 
wtlirmt mve*m lOOt me nl 
for white.owned land they 
expropriate, dropped their 
objections to a IX'Opesed 
constitution for Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia and opened the 
way for negotiations on a 
transition government, 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
leaders Robert Mngabe and 
Joshua Nkomo said Thffr. 
sdey "there will not be need 
to revert o.dlscassion fthe 
cS~ffidYl~,  ~'"'provided 
transition arrangements are 
agreed to. 
They said British and U.S. 
assurances of contributions 
to a fund to compensate 
white farmers for land 
nationalized by a new 
Zimbabwe Rhedesian 8ov: 
ernment in which they will 
participate went a "long 
way" to allay their concerns. 
The guerrillas ent their 
messege to Lord Carrlng~on, 
the British foreign secretary 
and chairman of the talks, 
and British sources aid he 
welcomes the Front's 
"unambiguous"  an- 
neuncement and is "happy 
and content" to begin 
dissuasion of the transition. 
A NEW SLANT 
The slanted line that 
divides dates, fractions, 
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,New recreat ion,cost  scheme up for a vote 
By ED YUDIN third, two-thirds, arrangement places an unfair recreation committee, admitted "we know there is a pay any assessment towards it. 
': Herald Staff Writer 
A step towards a more equitable taxation system 
will come to pass Saturday, when the Regional 
Dis.~lct of, Kitimat-Stikine Is expected to give final 
reaalng to a bylaw calling for a new cost sharing basis 
tor the Terrace arena and swimming pool. 
Currently taxpayers in Thornlflll and other areas 
outside Terrace pay approximately one third of the 
facilities' cost. The bylaw is proposing a straight 
assessment system, which will mean a drop in taxes 
for outlying residents, and a small increase for 
Terrace residents. 
Spokesmen for both the regional district and the 
munic!pallty are in agreement that the present one- 
YEHUDI MENUHIN 
Viewer 's  gu ide  
avai lable now 
~B.C.'s newly-created O ,I~_. 
.'~..' arnipg,'.,.!ns tJ(d~ ~` ,will.. 
the CBC-produeed series The 
Music of Mu wbteh begins 
at 9 p.m., Oct. 24 on channels 
3or6 .  
John Ellis, principal of the 
Open Learning Institute, 
said the purpose of the guide 
is to enhance the viewer's 
aspects of eultm, e." 
Ellis said the gtflde, with... 
commentarieS;~ ~ ~th~ 
renowned muktclnn and ~ 
author Yehudi Mmuhin and 
edited by Johy Grayson, a 
faculty member of the 
department of music at 
Capilano College, elaborates 
upon the broad themes ex- 
pressed in the series. 
"In one sense music is a 
perception of the music and reflection of culture,"' he 
ideas presented inthe eight- said. "And by taking a deep, 
pert series look at ths~t reflq~tl0~ ,w.e 
• . '~  " "  3 ;97 ,  {0~ 
"The Mus|e o r~.~es ,  gain a heUer undersUin(iing 
probes the very heart of of ourselves." 
man's awareness of sound," A copy of the guide can be, 
be said. "It's a unique op- obtained by sending a 
portunity, for British cheque or money order for 
Columbians to grasp on $1.00 to Continuing 
understanding of the nature Education, Open Learning 
of music - its origin, its uses Institute, P.O. Box 94,000, 
and its relatlonul~p to other R/chmond, B.C., V6Y 2A2. 
SIMMONS AUCTIONS 
of Burns Lake 
Announces another 
ANTIQUE and TOOL AUCTION 
Friday, October 19th at 7:30 pm 
and Saturday, October 20th at 1:00 pm 
C¢ln collection to be sold Friday, 9 pm sharp. 
Two 6 piece oak dining room sets 
Two maple tea trolleys 
Comfort coal and wood heater 
Coal & wood range with warming oven 
T~vo pianos 
Two piano benches 
Rockers Including press back 
China cabinet 
• Wardrobes 
Secretarial drop front china cabinet 
Oak drop leaf table 
Marble top fern table 
Occealonal chair and fable 
Conductor chair 
Hall stands 
Two swivel chests 
Coat racks 
Chrome sets. washers, dryers 
Frldges, 1 new freight damaged 
Stoves 
What Not Stands 
Old grandfather chair 
9x12 Axmlnsfer rugs 
Oak twist leg table 
Old mantel clock 
Old gold scale 
Fireplace compliment sets 
Brass lamp - hanging lamps 
Stereo sets -- rolls of rope 
Copper coal bucket 
Brass spltoons 
Hew microwave ven 
Tools of all kinds 
Vices. anvils, pullers, socket sets 
#, drive - ga" dr ive.  V= H.P. 
Grinders - lacks • wrench sets 
Sale held at SEARS AUCTION MARKET 
Highway 14 East 
next to Motel 
Phone 5~.7H4 after Wednesday or 
ifll-731Z- Burns Iske 
burden on outlying taxpayers. "When that (the 
present system) was put in, they felt that it was 
equitable but because the assessment has changed, 
e outside area that had only one quarter of the 
assessment was paying one third," explained 
Regional District Director Alice Chert Wing, one of the 
In'huB movers of the bylaw. 
"In other words, they were paying a higher mill rate 
for the same service of the arena and swimming 
pool," Chen-Wing said. 
Chen-Wing argued that "it is illegal to charge one 
person one price and another person another price for 
the name service." 
Alan Soutar, the chairman of the Terrace parks and 
problem with cost-sharing of recreational facilities." 
"It seems outside areas are paying more than they 
should," he stated." Council has unanimously said 
there must be a fair and equitable arrangement." 
Soutar painted out it still had to be determined what 
exactly a fair and equitable system was. The bylaw 
which goes to fourth reading this weekend calls for the 
regional district and the Terrace council to negotiate a 
• three-year contract, with a fair assessment rate to he 
determined every year. 
The success of those contract negotiations could 
depend on other factors uch as the upcoming library 
referendum in Thornhill, according to Keith Norman 
the municipal treasurer: Currently Thomhill does not 
%/EATHERi Howard wants 
""°""""""" ha g o- . , ,  . . . ,  oo,.,, a sys tem c n e today with a few showers. 
Risk of "a thundershower. 
Highs near 1O, lows tonight 
near 5. Cloudy Saturday with 
a few sunny periods. Highs 
Saturday near 11. 
Chgcotin, Carlboo, Central 
In.~rior: Cloudy today and 
Saturday with occasional 
showers. A few snow flurries 
at higher levels. Highs both 
days 4 to 6. Lows tonight 
around minus 2. 
Thompson, Okansgan: 
Cloudy today with perloda of 
rain moving in from the 
southwmt. Becoming mostly 
cloudy with a few showers 
and isolated thundershowers 
this afternoon. Highs near 
11,lows tonight 2to 4. Mostly 
cloudy Saturday with a few 
showers er thundershowers. 
Highs Saturday near 12. 
Frank Howard, the MLA 
for Skeena and New 
Democratic Party house 
leader, says the system for 
selecting the province chief 
electoral officer should be 
changed. 
Howard says the process 
for choosing the successor to 
the recently retired Ken 
Morton should be 
"democratized." The choice 
should not be left to the 
current government, he 
argued. 
"The most acceptable 
alternative is to follow the 
same system that was used 
to select the ombudsman, 
making the chief electoral 
officer an officer of the 
legislature and establishing t
an all-party committee with . 
the requirement hat its 
choice be unanimous," he 
suggested. 
The Skeena MLA also 
came up with a second idea, 
where a standing committee. 
from the legislature be 
established. Smh a com-. 
mittee, he said, could also 
monitor the provincial 
elections act to keep it up to 
date. 
Howard has written Hugh 
Curtis, the provincial 
secretary and minister ol .' 
government services, urgiq 
action on his suggestinn. 
"The feeling of council is that when you talk about 
cost sharing of recreational facilities that means not 
just one or two, but all facilities including the arena, 
swimming pool, the library and parks," said Soutar. 
There seems to be some disagreement asto whether 
locM taxpayers will benefit, if Thornhill votes to 
support he library. Soutar claimed more funds would 
be forthcoming from Victoria if the tax base for the 
library is expanded. However, Chen-Wing noted that 
at the moment one dollar for every Terrace taxpayer 
is granted to the library, and two dollars is awarded 
for outlying residents. If the referendum passes, the 
two dollar 'grant' would be chopped in half. 
!i ught with your sales down. ill 
"lefore you're swamped with over- 
lead, call your advertising repre- 
entative of .The Hera ld  . Sales 
dll soar when our experienced 
Ldvertising counselor plans a new 
Ldvertising program for you. 
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EDITORIAL 
October has been designated In- 
ternational Energy Month and it is an 
appropriate time for us in the Pacific 
Northwest to think about energy. 
In an area where energy is so im. 
portent, both because of the cold and 
great distances between the outlying 
areas and maior centres, higher energy 
costs hit us especially hard. 
Living as close to the environment as 
we do, we should also be more aware 
than most of the need to make carefull 
decisions about the risks we take in 
finding and transporting sources of 
energy. 
Among the decisions which wil l  affect 
us are whether or  not oil tankers will 
come down the West Coast, the dam. 
ming of the rivers and lakes near here to 
provide power for aluminum smelting 
and the prospecting for uranium. 
We also see the effects of logging and 
mining in this area, both sources of 
energy. 
We can have a say in the kind of 
energy used in this country if we speak 
together. We are in the area where that 
energy is comes from and is transported 
through. We should be considering the 
advantages and risks of Canada's 
energy policies. Thedecisions made in 
Ottawa and Victoria make a great dif. 
fe~rence to the quality fo our lives, as well 
as the amount of money we have left to 
spend after we have filled up the car and 
heated our homes. 
tea service are all examples of industrial design. 
Good design complements the function of a product 
by enhancing its appearance. The elaborate 
engraving on a set of silverware, or the pattern on 
ceramic tiles may not serve any practical purpose, 
but it does provide an aesthetic satisfaction.. 
Design also helps to distinguish one product from 
another. Chances are you could select your favourite 
soft drink from a number of others just by the shape 
and colour of the bottle. 
If you've created an original shape, pattern, or 
ornamentation which you plan to apply to a 
manufactured article, you may be interested in 
protecting your right of ownership by obtaining an 
industrial design registration. 
The protection afforded by registration of an in- 
dustrial design lasts for five years from the date of 
registration and may be renewed for an additional five 
years. No further enewals are permitted, and once 
the registration expires, the design may he used or 
sold by anyone else. The fee for each five-year 
registration period is $95. 
industrial design registration i  foreign countries 
does not protect a design in Canada, nor is Canadian 
registration of any protection in other countries. In- 
dividual applications must be fried in each country in 
which protection is desired. 
An information kit on industrial design registration 
is available from your district office of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Canada. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
To the Newspaper: useable counter with the 
Long lines of people black meriah and of course 
stretch from the building_as they had to cut back on the 
if passing before the coffin of number of people that are at 
some greet personage, a war the new counter. I guess they 
hero now dead,or some great figure that with less staff it 
statesman,but this is dif- will take long~ to mall our 
ferent. Excitement builds as 
we approach slowly the 
doors, to see it in all ita 
wonderment, shiny and 
glowing, the broad swath of 
colors, the excitement of 
seeing the new counter at the 
post office. 
The who-done-its in Ot- 
tawa have given us a new 
counter for the post office, 
rumors have set between 
$10 ~J 1"8 i.housand as the c,,~t 
,f replacing the old-st,is- 
letters and parcels and we 
will have a longer look at the 
new counter. Good use of our 
tax dollars. 
Talk about circuses for the 
masses, instead of funding 
meaningful programs like 
Canada Works, the govern- 
meat gives us new c,utlters 
and poorer service at our 
post office. 
Not really amused, 
R,bin G,,dhew 
I 
'tpccupational d estiny 
By JOSEPH C. GIE8 
Technological innovations-- new tools, new 
machines, new processes--affect not only human 
society but, directly and immediately, the producing 
workers. Today, it is possible to envision a society in 
which technology will liberate workers from much of 
the physical drudgery and boredom that have marked 
their lives in the past. 
Better tools permit workers to produce more(and 
better) work; machines replacing tools save their 
labor and multiply their produeUon; and computor- 
programmed automated factories turn them into 
monitoring engineers., employing mental more than 
physical skills. 
Nevertheless, workers typically have not welcomed 
innovations inproduction technology-far from it. Nor 
are they entirely mistaken in their apprehensions 
about new techniques. Quite apart from their prin- 
cipal foar-that it may bring unemployment-new 
technology may have unforeseen effects on their 
working lives and personal destinies. 
The outstanding historical example of the impact of 
Changing technology on workers' lives is the 
development of factory mass production. Even while 
creating the abundance that has transformed the 
modern world, mass production has had a 
dehumanizing effect which governments, workers' 
organizations, enlightened management, and modern 
social science will seek to mlUgate. 
Fighting the factories 
The modern factory system has an ancestry going 
hack many centuries. Medieval wool merchants in 
Pleaders and Italy began "putting out" their wool 
successively tospinners, weavers, fullers, and dyers 
in what amounted to factories cattered through a 
town. The system foreshadowed the true factory both 
in increased volume of production, and in the 
stimulation of class conflict. By no coincidence, 
, h ~r},'s•first rike, in 1245, was by weavers of Deuai, 
• ?he "Commercial Revolution" in which the Fiemish 
wool entrepreneurs participated provided the basis 
for the later Industrial Revolution centered in lath- 
century Britain. 
• Spinning and weaving there were mechanized and 
steam-powered, multiplying productivity but alar- 
ming the hand weavers. In the early 19th century, 
bands of "Luddites," fearing loss of jobs tried to 
destroy the new machinery but they were brutally 
suppressed by government troops. 
In France, workers kicked machines to pieces with 
their heavy wooden shoes, or "sabots"--giving rise to 
the word "sabotage." Similar worker protests oe- 
eurred in Germany and were memorialized by Nobel 
prize-winner Gerhardt Hauptmann i his drama "The 
Weavers." 
British workers resisted another innovation: work 
discipline.At his celebrated pottery works at Etruria, 
England, Josiah Wedwood, in the latter half of the 18th 
century, was one of the first to divide his labor force 
into sequential groups-potters, painters, firers, 
finishers-achieving both increased production and 
enhanced quality. 
But the new arrangement required that workers 
conform to the pat.tern imposed by the flow of 
production. Previously, as craftsmen, each per- 
forming the whole range of functions in pottery 
making, the workers had frequently "kept St. Mon- 
day"(taken Monday off), and on other days had" 
sometimes deserted their benches for an ale or a game 
of handball. Wedgewond posted rules and levied fines, 
hut remained chronically vexed by labor troubles. 
Loss ofdignity 
As powered machines upplanted skill wittl senn- 
skill or lack of skill in industry after industry, workers 
in Britain and elsewhere lost their old sense of 
creativity and even their old dignity. An observer at a 
British trades-union congress in 1890 recorded the 
difference in appearance b tween the old aristocracy 
of creft unionists, with their respectable dress, often 
including top hats and~watch chains and the' "new " 
unionists, the shabby, nondescript factory workers. 
In North America the industrial revolution at first 
produced a quite different effect. The wealth of 
natural resources and severe shortage of labor made 
the country highly receptive to the textile machinery 
spirited out of Britain (against ineffective laws for- 
bidding its export) by Samuel Slater, a youthful im- 
migrant 'of 1789. 
It was not surprising, therefore, that the next major 
production breakthrough, interchangeable parts 
manufacture, achieved its triumph in North America. 
The concept had originated in France and Britain, 
where experiments had indicated its promise, but 
craft-minded European industry held back, 
By the time Henry F'ord appeared on the industrial 
sceJ,e about 1900, interchangeable -parts manufacture 
was known throughout he world. Meat packing 
plants, Ford got the inspiration for his assembly line, 
which brought parts directly to the workers in a 
continuous flow. 
No rules needed posting, no fines were required. The 
moving line's inexorable pace enslaved the men 
feeding it, exacting repetitive functions performed 
with an inhuman consistency. Assembly-line workers 
were turned into the human maehines atirized by 
Charlie Chaplin in his 1936 film "Modern Times." 
Meanwhile, at the turn of the century, an engineer, 
Fredrick W .Taylor, devised'a way to increase steel 
workers' output by minutely analyzing their jobs. By 
following Taylor's instructions faithfully, a worker 
could substantially improve his piecework earnings. 
But "Taylorism," or scientific management, copied 
and often abused, won a reputation for efficiency at 
the expense of humanity. 
A glimmer of insight into worker psychology came in 
the 1920s, quite by accident. In studying the effects of 
improved illumination on worker performance at an 
Electric Company plant at a town called Hawthorne, 
Elton Mayo was astonished to find that a control 
group, under the old lighting, improved its production 
as much as did an experimental group under better 
lighting. The "Hawthorne effect" showed that 
workers responded with better performance to the 
mere fact of being consulted, asked to cooperate, dealt 
with as human beings. 
Further experiements explored the relationship 
between . man and machine and. the.worker sub- 
culture, virtually creating a new sociology.. Human- 
factors engineering, an outgrowth of Taylorism and 
the Hawthorne experiment, sought to design 
machinery and equipment for maximum ease, con- 
venience and suitability. 
Automation 
The most recent stage in mass production, 
automation,, came ~mediately following ~£1~q~,  
.II ;~though~.~.~. '  ~l~sio to fac~ry au~t~t .  "/~o 
uack to the walthdi~'c0mpony i  the l~0s) Worxers 
resistance in some industries, uch as railroading and 
printing, has brought considerable conflict. Yet 
overall, automation's impact on employment so far 
has proved limited. 
Meanwhile, factory working conditions continue to 
cry out for improvement, particularly the reduction of 
heavy labor, noise and the provision of amenities. 
"Flexitime," by which workers are allowed to 
arrange their own schedules within certain limits, has 
enjoyed success in a number of Canadian, U.S. and 
European plants and offices, measured in part by a 
reductton in absenteeism. 
"Job enrichment," aimed at combatting "anoints"- 
- the boredom of repetitive work-has also had some 
success, though in its more radical forms, such as non- 
ussembly-line production of automobiles in Italy and 
Sweden, the outcome is not yet clear. Essentially, ti~ 
recent experiments have been attempts to exploit he 
principles discovered by Elton Mayo by providing 
greater scope ~or personal achievement and 
recognition for the workers. 
In recent decades as in times past, however, such 
conscious efforts have been less significant in altering 
the worker's relation to work than the large-scale and 
usually Unpredictable changes imposed by the general 
direction of technology and economics. These include 
the shift toward the sevice industries and high- 
technology clerical jobs, and from fabrication to 
processing industries, such as chemicals, plastics, 
and synthetics, in which automation flourishes. 
These changes and the rapid strides made by in- 
dustrial robots, which perform mechanically some of 
the functions previously performed by humans, give 
cause for hope that in the not too distant future 
physical drudgery and anomie may beth be 
eliminated. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
• .JOSEPH C. GIES Has been Director of Publications 
for the Association of Governing Beards of Univer- 
sities and Coil.ages ince 1974. He was previously an 
editor for "This Week Magazine" and s~alor editor for 
technology for "Britannica liP' of the Encyclopaedia 
Bfltannlca. A prolific writer, he has published many 
stories, articles, and reviews in magazines and 
Journals in addition to his books on the lflstory of 
technology, width Include "By the Sweat of Thy 
Brow" fwith Melvin KraEberg), "Bridges and Men," 
and "Wonders of the Modern World." 
NEXT WEEK: Clarence J. Glacken, Emeritus 
Professor of Geography at the University of 
California, Berkeley, explores our changing attitudes 
toward nature. 
Jokes that went: why does a public servant never 
look out the window in the morning-because if he did, 
what would he do in the afternoon? 
Or: why are those stripes drawn down the middle of 
government building corridors-to separate public 
ser~ahts arriving late from those leaving early. 
Or: how many public servants does it take to change 
a light bulb-six; one to change the bulb and five to fill 
out the requisition forms. 
Or: how does a public servant wink-he opens one 
eY~ut why go on, there are as many public service as 
Nowfie Jokes ... so many, in fact, that the public 
service, either in reconciliation, ational humiliation 
or self defence, has started laughing at itself. 
Laughing, and in a strange sort of way, somewhat 
confirming the basic truth back of the jokes. 
Strange to tell, the public service here staged its 
very oH "games" the other day, a sort of civil ser- 
vice olympics. 
Well knowing it is scorned over the horizon from 
Ottawa, the public service used its "games" in a form 
of seli'-ridtcule, as if wanting to confirm--and even 
take perverted pride in the confirmation-what the 
taxpayers thought of it. 
Which, to take the public service's own word for it, 
isn't much. 
So they staged their games, out there in the af- 
ternoonsun, in the square in front of the Supreme 
Court-as public a place as you could find in all the 
Capital-under ~e stern stone eyes of former Prime 
Minister Louis Stephen St. Laurent, carved in granite. 
They had departmental teams competing. 
Each government agency has its entry in what was 
called "The Bureaucratic Shuffle" or "Civil Service 
Three-step." 
The rule book clearly stated that it "has long been 
recognized as a standard public service management 
practice that when the appearance of action Is deemed 
more important han the actual a~:tion, you do the 
~nffle or the Step." 
Which is, as you might anticipate, taking three 
steps, one forward and two back. 
Usually it can be danced indefinitely, but for the 
purposes of the games itwas limited to 50 metres. 
And,oh yes, the Striped Pants Brigade/the cookie 
pushers and. tea-dppere from ExternalAffairs wgn. 
Then there was Paperclip Sculptiu'ifig.' 
The CBC entered a beaver-intricately woven from 
thousands ofpaperclips, and there was an entry en- 
titled "Trombone," which also happens to be French 
for paperclip, by the National Library. 
Census Canada, part of StatsCan, was in the com- 
petition with a topical and cleverly inflated dollar 
worth more in its sheer number of paperclips than its 
actual buying power• 
Clear winner was Transport Canada with a drab, 
old, used and badly mangled paperclip, embedded in
an eraser and mounted artfully on an empty thumb: 
tack box. 
The judges aid it met all the public service criteria 
in that it demonstrated a clear misuse and waste of 
government time and money, and had absolutely no 
artistic, aesthetic or financial value. 
Came then the great briefcase tossing contest. 
Government issue briefcases-those impressive 
black and brown leather carry-ells you see civil 
servants lugging about-were used, packed with 
i form~,,~guiatiom, positi~ and polic¥ i~pers, and all 
the 'rbst"of that bfflcial red tape  bumpf. 
The Department of Regional Economic Expansion 
won that one. 
Then there was the Paper Aircraft Throwing contest 
with the extra attraction of a prize for the moot 
creative form of cheating. 
The Department of Communications took the prize 
with a helium balloon wafting their paper plane into 
the wide blue yonder. 
It was all in aid of the United Way Fund, and while 
you might think there could be better methods of 
money-raising, it had to say something about the 
public service and its own self-image. 
An economic car 
was just ignored 
• HOUSTON (AP) -- George 
Shaman says the adage, if 
you build a better mousetrap 
people will beat a path t~ 
your door" may apply to 
mousetraps, but it has 
nothing to do with new 
automobile designs. 
Sharman, 31, has designed 
a car that he says will save 
gasoline as well as lives, but 
apparently nobody is in. 
terested enough to come 
across with money to start 
production of the vehicle. 
After building a prototype 
and showing it around the 
United States, Sharman 
asked for both private and 
government funds. 
"But," he says, *'I've hit a 
brick wall.'* . 
The only whispers of in- 
terest came from Britain 
and Mexico. 
"I want this to he an 
American car, but I'll go 
where necessary to get the 
proper financing," says 
Sharman. 
Joining him in the design 
and construction f the auto 
were Anthony Buenaura, 
who works in the product 
development and technical 
service division of U.S. Steel 
Corp., and Raymond Earl 
Thomas, a researcher in 
reinforced plastics for Dow 
Chemical Co. 
The four-seat sports model 
car is made of plastic, with 
foam blocks of varying den. 
sities sandwiched between 
the inner and outer skins, 
reinfm'ced with graphite and 
directional glass. 
That means, Sharman 
says, the car "is virtually 
crushproof." 
The developer says the ve- 
hicle, powered by an 80 
horsepower ngine, can get 
at least 50 miles to the 
gallon. 
The total cost for the car is 
18,500. 
Sherman says the IJlg auto 
makers are financially 
welded to steel-based 
technology, "and you won't 
see any major chan~es there 
until the 1950s." But he adds 
that "longer.form planning 
won't solve the energy 
problem of today." 
The sleek-looking red auto, 
called the Energy Efficient 
Vehicle, weighs only 1,900 
pounds and because of the 
energy-absorbing foam, can 
take a hard lick without 
falling apart. 
Sherman says the average 
American car weighs bet- 
ween 3,200 to 3,500 pounds, 
"and that's foolish, to have 
• that heavy a car to carry a 
175-pound driver." 
The dashboard contains 
displays for speed, oil 
pressure, coolant tem- 
perature, manifold vacuum, 
oil temperature, battery 






By VIC PARSONS 
WHITEHORSE (CP) - -  
The Yukon legislative 
assembly, nervous that the 
federal government might 
try to sell the Northern 
Canada Power Commission 
to private interests, wants 
the Crown corporation left 
alone for the time being. 
The sixteen-member 
assembly will debate a 
motion brought forth by 
Education Minister Doug 
Graham, one of 11 
Progressive Conservatives, 
which voices concern about 
the possibility c/a sale and 
asks that the federal 
government give full con- 
sideration to the opinions of 
Yukonere. 
Thepower company, one 
of more than 400 federal 
The Herkld, Friday,'October 19, 1979, Pall S 
Crown corporat ions,  
roduces and sells elec- 
city in both the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories, but is 
a frequent money loser. 
The company might not 
seem like an attractive 
opoaltien in view of its 
, but Graham says that 
is one of his reasons for 
eencern, 
"I can't see a private com- 
You've got to get the crude out first 
By ALAN ARBUCKLE 
LLOYDMINSTER, Sask. 
(CP) -- The heavy-oil fields 
between here and North 
Battleford are dotted with 
pumps lifting crude out of 
the ground but industry 
spokesmen say little money 
is being made in what" 
amounts to an outdoor 
laboratory. 
While there is a market for 
the molasses-like crude, 
much of the activity is aimed 
at learning how to get more 
pany taking it over without 
making money, so there 
Would have to be immediate 
increases in power ates," 
Graham kaid in an ' in-  
oil to the surface than the 
miniscule recovery levels 
possible by primary 
methods. AM.  eB|  • Glen Krueger of Marathon 
Petroleum Canada Ltd, says In l  = O $[ DI the oil Industry historically 
has had to risk money for b l l t i  i g years in advance °f a e s e o m  n production i  an effort to 
increase the "available re- 
serves of energy. 
The Mini-Bolshoi Ballet school based in Odessa. Estimates of how much 
,will be coming to the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace on Friday, Nov 2. 
This is a company of 
twelve dancers selected 
from major Soviet dance 
companies, a'nd their 
visit to Terrace is part of 
a 50-concert tour of 
Canada. 
Two.of the dancers are 
from the full-sized 
• Bolshoi company. Two 
'are from the Kiev ballet, 
and the rest are from the 
State Aeedemie ballet 
ED CURELL and MARIA .YOUNG J 
I 
Jan Gould is the second the use of factual material in 
author who will he giving a 
talk at the Terrace Public 
library on Oct. 26. She is 
accompanying Beth Hill. Jan 
The dancers will be heavy oil is in the ground in 
performing scenes from Canada range" from the 
Act l l  of Swan L~e,  from billions of barrels to 
astronomical amounts in the 
Act II of Slecping Beauty, trillions, when oil sand 
and new ballet set to the deposits are included. But no 
music of the Romeo and matter how much is there, 
Juliet Overture. All' the question remains of how 
music is by Tchaikovski. togetitoutof the ground and 
For further in- into the market place 
formation regarding economically. 
Lorne Cannon', site 
tickets, please phone 635- engineeron a  experimeotsl 
9239. Tickets will also be project near Meeta, Sask., 
available in the Sksena says if the price were 
Mall on Oct. 26 from 7 doubled to world prices, 
p.m. and Oct. 27 from 10 operators of the project still 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
fiction with regard to her 
own writings. 
Oct. 26 promises to he an 
evening of uncommon in- 
terest. Both guests are 
highly respected members of 
the B.C. writing community 
and fascinating and ac- 
complished individuals in 
their own right. 
Each will be speaking for 
about one hour, including a 
question and answer period. 
Beth Hill will illustrate he 
talk with slides and 
documents. 
Once again, these authors 
would recover only the cost 
of lifting the oil to the sur- 
face. They cotild not recover 
their investment, 
Cannon's project is a 
"huffpuff" experiment 
whereby steam is injected 
into the oil pool to thin it and" 
increase the pressure needed 
to force it to the surface. 
Once the steam has done its 
work, the same pipeline used 
to inject it is used to pump 
the oil out. 
Cannon was cautious about 
revealing production levels 
when in~.erviewed by 
reporters on a tour of the oil 
fields. But the operators of 
the project, Texasgulf Inc., 
Total Petroleum Ltd. and the 
Saskatchewan 0il and Gas 
Corp., were getting only a 
barrel a day by primary 
recovery methods and now 
have two storage tanke of 750 
barrels each at the site. 3 
Along with the oil, the 
Pusl~S are bringing up water 
and~as much as B0 per cent 
sand, both of which must he 
..r#m0ved by heating= the 
tel'view. 
"I also don't see a private 
company doing a major ex- 
paaslen in power production 
in the Yukon of $700 million 
to $1 billion without an 
assured market," he added, 
retering to projections that 
the territory will need more 
Power if it is to build a 
stronger industrial base, 
Mining industry officials 
say several mineral deposits 
could b~e brought into 
production f f  pewer.was . is the author of The 
available. Howey~r,,.con, .~athoue question, a group 
eervationlsts a f i .d ' I~  &e. i .~nort  st,lies et in the Gulf 
ovoosed to"~Q~.~'_'.bbwer"~qTaitds';~'iand Women of 
projects. British Columbia, a 
wit he giving a presentation 
ouFriday, Oct. 26at8 p.m. tn 
the Terrace Library Arts 
~ .~ . . !~,  m,o~, ~pe~..mcally, ,~ Room.~. ~ . ,  
Graham said the territory 
would like to take over the 
corporation's assetls in the 
Yukon rather than see them 
sold to private interests. ,"
But the Yukon government 
would also like Ottawa to 
hang on to the company for a 
while. 
"We're ~Ot too anxious to 
:" take it ove~ right now. We'd 
historical look at women 
through B•C.'s past-nurses, 
loggers, homesteaders, 
missionaries and others. 
Jan is a well regarded 
journalist and author of 
many articles and short 
stories. The boathouse 
question is her first 
collection of fiction. She will 
be talking about he craft of 
"i 6ESTSELLERS 
The Eagles Cheap Trick 
Long Run Dream Police 
WEA 7.19 CBS 6.49 
Prism . Armageddon - GRT 6.49 
Trooper - Flying Colours -MCA 7.19 
The Who - The Kids are Alright - MCA 11.90 
More American Graffiffl -' MCA 11.99 
The Records. The Records. Polygram 6.49 
Dire Straits. Communique. Polygram 6.49 
Donna Summer. Bad Girls. Polyg,-am , 9.90 
Kiss- Dynasty. Pol~/gram ' '  ' '7i19 
Robin Williams - Reality - Polygram" "' 6,49 
Robert Palmer. Secrets- RCA ' ' *E49 
The Cars- Candy O.  WEA ~ ,6,89 
Jimmy Buffett - Volcano-MCA 7.19 
Queen. Live Killer - WEA 10.99 
Nell Young- Rust Never Sleeps- WEA 6.~g 
Rickle Lee Jones. Rlckle Lee J .  WEA 9.69 
Van Halen I I -WEA 6.49, 
Foreigner Pointer Sisters 
Head Games Priority 
WEA 7.10 WEA 7.19 
Supertramp - Breakfast In Amer. - 6,49 
A&M 
Joe Jackson - Look Sharp- A&M 6.49 
Police - Outlandos D.Amoui". A&M 6.49 
Jerry Doucette - The Douce Is - A&M 6.49 
'The Kinks - Low Budget - Capitol 6.49 
The Allan Parsons Project- Eve-  6.49 
'Capitol 
Utile Rlver Band . Plrst Under . 6.49 
Capitol 
The Knack. Get The Knack - Capitol 6.49 
O Eddie Money . Life For The Taking . 6.49 
CBS 
E.L,.O. - Discovery. CBS 6.49 
Cheap Trick - CT. at Budokan . CBS 6.49 
Reo Speedwagon. Nine Lives - CBS 6.49 
Kansas - Monolith - CBS 6.49• 
0 Wings -Back to the Egg -'CBS 6.49 
Bob Dylan - Live at Budokan - CBS 10.09 Abba - Voulez Vous . WEA 6.49!1 
Patrick Hernandez- Born To Be. CBS 6.49 Chic - Risque - WEA 6.691 
Chicago 13 - CBS 0.49 Boney M- Night FIIghtto Venus- WEA • 9.69 
Bob Dylan. Slow Train Coming. CBS 6.49 Commodores - Midnight Magic . 6.49 ~ 
Motown ~ 
!!i "° I rra o i : Shopping Centre 
O 
crude an(~ syphoning off the 
oil that floats to the top. But 
even then, it has to he 
thinned before it 'will flow 
through a pipeline and up- 
graded before any refinery 
in Canada can turn it into 
gasoline, heating oil or other 
products. 
Given the difficulties, the" 
effort hardly seems worth it 
until one ponders the world's 
energy needs, 
Murray Owens of Husky 
Oil Ltd., saida few years ago 
that it wasn't economical to 
bother ecovering even the 
heavy oil that could be had 
easily, but higher prices and 
reduced royalties are 
changing that. 
The trick is to find a way of 
cheaply, recovering more of 
the oil in the ground and 
unlocking the reserves to 
make them part of Canada's 
energy future. 
Saskatchewan and the 
federal government have 
committed $16.4 million to 
assisting recovery ex- 
perimenfs. More than $9 
inillion has been allocated, 
including $1.4 million to the 
experiment on which Canno n 
is working. 
Other companies have 
gone ahead with ex- 
periments without govern- 
ment help, trying such 
gimmicks as setting the oil 
afire 600 metres below 
ground to thin it to the point 




BOYLE, Alto. (CP) -- It's 
not a Job for the faint. 
hearted. The men who build 
sawdust burners must have 
steady nerves, no fear of 
.heights and a willingness to 
work without Insurance. 
Rick Brede~ head of the 
fourman crew putting up a 
25-metre-high burner in this 
community 120 kllometres 
northeast of Edmonton, 
knows the hazards of the Job 
and why t~e crew works 
without insurance coverage. 
"It would be too costly," 
he says, 
Besides the other qualities 
required for the Job, the men 
have to be as surefooted as 
cats. A wrong step could 
mean a fast trip down. 
The burners are built out 
of a series of panels bolted 
together. 
AleUICEMNT 
THOMAS NENNINGER, B.SC. MCPA 
Charter Physiotherapist 
Is'pleased to announce the opening 
of the 
KERNODEI PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC 
206-3219 Ehy, Terrace, B.C. V66 2W4 
Ph. 638-1010 
Appointment by medical referral only 
Bob Farquharson, vice- 
president ofMurphy Oil Co. 
Ltd., warned reporters 
against using the estimates 
. of heavy oil in place running 
to the trillions of barrels 
since little of that likely will 
ever be recovered, But the 
to get an upgrader on 
stream, even if financing 
were found for it now. 
A possibility, he said, is a 
ant that can handle 10,000 
rrels a day, rather than 
the 100,500 barrels usually 
discussed. 
potontial remains for there. But there is still more 
source to alleviate the  work to be done to raise 
shortage of conventional oi . 
A major problem, he said, 
is finding the billions of 
dollars needed to finance 
development when the 
returns are so far into the 
future and the production 
will only be a tiny fraction of 
what is in the ~round. 
The Lloydmmster fields, 
he insisted, are the cheapest 
and.easiest to tap and yield a 
erune that will at least flow, 
albeit slowly. Oil mined from 
other areas, such as Cold 
Lake, Alto., can fairly be 
described as a solid. 
An upgrading plant costing 
as much as $1 billion is 
needed to get Lloydminster 
heavy oil into the energy 
system, but there is concern 
that the plant can't be built 
until a way is found to 
provide enough crude as. a 
s tab le  feedstocK .  
Farquharson expected it 
would take four to five years 
recovery levels beyond the 
10 per cent of the oil in place• 
"We have not run pilot 
projects through their life 
yet to know whether their 
recovery projections are 
accurate." 
Developers, therefore face 
a dilemma. To make an 
upgrader sensible, they have 
to increase supply, but to 
increase 'the supply, there 
must be an upgrader to 
translate heavy oil into 
crude that other Canadian 
refineries are capable of 
handling for something other 
than asphalt. 
DOGS DON'T PADDLE 
Newfoundlands, the big" 
water dogs of Eastern 
Canada, don't paddle like 
most dogs, but swim with 
long, curved strokes, the 
National Geographic says. 
from the 
Chicken Colonel 
• , ,  ! :  . . . .  . - , , . : ,  
Fish filets on a bun. 
You'll get hooked on the Colonei's new Deep Sea 
Sandwich. Two breaded fish filets on a fresh baked bun 
with just the right amount of tartar sauce. Catch a 
delicious Deep Sea Sandwich at your 
Kentucky Fried Chicken Store and 
don't forget one for your mate. 
I J ,,~ ~,~,~ ,. 
~ ~k~.. " '~ , "~ '~- -  
f _ 
I 
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Herald staffer 
l, ,oks at the 
career machine 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
It's been said t~at nothing is more inevitable 
than death and taxes, but you can add a third 
item to that list - -  the choice of what you are 
going to do in life, what career you will pursue.' 
Now, a new computer system called aptl3~ 
enough, 'Choices' aspires to help people make 
that key decision. 
Choices is described as a career !exploration 
system, feeding information from a central 
computer bank in Toronto. The system was  
created by The Canada Employment and Im- 
migration Commission to assist people in the l 
making of that decision. Bill Callaway, a 
systems demonstrator was in Terrace Wed- 
nesday for a dry run in front of 16 local 
educators. 
As described by Callaway, the eomputer feeds 
out the information on either a screen or paper 
sheet. The client feeds information on his or.:her 
skills, interests and expectations. The computer 
processes the material, offering 'choices' of 
suitable careers as well as pertinent information 
such as Balary potential. 
This reporter was selected as the guinea pig 
for Wednesday's demonstration., After a 20-'  
minute 'conversation' with the computer (which 
incidentally was polite enough to address me by 
my first name, which is more than I can say for a 
number of less cerebral types I've encountered) 
. '  . °  
I discovered a number of startling facts. 
First, I would be better off pursuing my chosen 
trade (writing) in Quebec, which pays better. 
Now,if I could only polish up my French. 
I was also made aware of the physical 
demands of a reporter's job - -  sitting and lifting 
not over 10 pounds. Well, media types have never 
been known as the most physical of people. The 
'choices' computer also told me that my job 
requires hift work, overtime, and I have to•work 
weekends. Now they tell me... 
For anyone interestedin pursuing the matter 
further, Choices can select career opportu~ties 
from a list of over 1,000 possibilities. The'com- 
puter provides 15 'exploration routes' including 
apptitude, ducation levels, salary eipectations, 
work hours. When all the information is put 
together, the client ostensibly will be able to 
narrow the choice for a career. 
Whether people in the Northwest get a chance 
to use this marvelous toy depends of course on 
the opinion of local educators and the Canada 
Employment Centre. Reaction on Wednesday 
was most definitely positive. 
Certainly Red Hughes, a supervisor for the 
Kitimat school board was enthused, as was Bob 
Haines, manager of the Canada Employment 
Centre in Terrace. 
Now, if only they can find me a reporter's job 
where I don't have tolift ten pound weights. 
Hospital interpreter 
was what was needed 
OTTAWA (CP) --With two 
contres howing interest in 
her proposed hospital 
language Interpreter ser- 
vice, Bryna Menoon'a goal of 
almost wo years is one step 
elmer to reality. 
It was after listening to a 
Lebanese-speaking paUent 
*suffer thrugh cancer that 
Mrs. Momon, 48, decided 
such a project was required 
for those needing com- 
panionship but who speak 
neither French nor English. 
"You can imagine how 
herd it must he for these 
~e ople who can't he un- rstood," she says. "How 
can you refuse someone 
screaming inpain even if it's 
in another language?" 
Mrs. Monson, who has 20 
years' experience as a 
hospital volunteer, rallied 
support from the im. 
migraUon service and 45 of 
the 93 Ottawa embassies, 
gathering volunteers 
covering about 50 languages. 
In the process she has 
made a name for herself. 
Alan Warren, executive 
director of the region's 
health council, sent a letter 
to local hospital officlak, 
telling them to exact to be 
approached by an in~- 
pressively persistent 
woman." 
Charles Ball, assistant 
administrator at the Perley 
medical centre, says he is 
willing to accept the :~ee  
service. Ottawa's National 
Defence Medical Centre is 
the second hospital that is 
interested, Mrs. Monson . 
hopes he will get approval 
from all 11 hmpitais in the 
area. 
"If someone incorrectly 
translated a doctor's 
diagnosis and the person 
died, who would he liable?" 
he says. "Hospitals have to 
be concerned about his kind 
of problem." 
But the frustrations of 
organizing her project have 
not dampened Mrs. Mna- 
son's enthusiasm. 
NO OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old MeEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skeena Hotel) 
4513 Gre ig  635-2326 
t~ 
Furniture Repair 
~gestorati0ns, Hope Chests 
~ Custom Hade Furniture, Refinishie! 
,~ ,  General Beildin! Contractin! 
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential - Industrial -Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Char l ie  Be langer  
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE•,,%~<~:~.;,,~;~ i 
P.O. Box ~ PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B$ UR d35.9320 
Install & S~rvlca Gas, Wood A Oil Furances 
" J95~-  O ..,  fOR VO~-R... 
[ r~s '~6 lo~o ,,E~ ,~  ~ ~oo~,~ 
FREE 
TEHUCE flOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For  these I tems~ . 
, bear teeth .... ~ ,  bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or dear antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
pOP, s ,o,, ' Pizza Wagm 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub.buns del ivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
FALL SPECIAL. 
Every Sunday & Wednesday 
October 17 to November 11 
Wilh any order for Pizza of $8,00 and up, .  
order a 9"  pizza of your  choice for Vs price, 
Phone 635-3414 
Free del ivery Tuesday to Sunday 
. Glosed,MondhY ~ .!? :~.,. 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
- Complete line of livestock feed and supplement 
• Clean and 'utility grain 
- Founts and feeders for all Ilvestonk 
~:~?.'D~y dog & cat food 
~ r :Wet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. = 635-3867 
GLACIER 
L ,~ . ,~  g~a Lotion Avenue 
A {v,,:,%.~"~" Terrace, B.C. 
S 
S A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service : 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS '~': 
"'"~'?'?'?' '?'?'"?'?';";':';';';'?';'?':":';';'~-:':':':';':';';'~'! /~iF 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOU~ 
HOME ~RUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE 635-2473 
Reedy Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, •Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
~/~ Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
• WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &lS.~N 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
q EqNqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne d3S.$~I 
Days 6,1S4235 Ernle 435.~253 
ARE YOU READYFOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
I i • | $ .vo. qazZ WE CLEAN . 
CHIMNE~ -~ IrlUl~ACSS -- FIREPb'ACES . . . . .  
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
• heating system by using e PRO.VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive actlen. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 









' ~ AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
i 
-~. ' *P IPE ,  PLUMBING SUPPL IES ,  PUMPS,  
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS,  FENCING,  
, ~ WATERSOFTENERS- -ANDMORE-  
15239 Keith Avenue - Near S.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space is Reserved 
, 
.For Your Ad..,, ' 
o.  
• • . • ' , , '~ .I , . i l l  ~.':J 
• i i  i 14, i i J 
L 
G NOW OPEN A 
R U 
°Be  G ' . , L  O 
Y 2701,.Sb;,.{ii.Xal~,~t.  ,~ ~. O H 
635-6190 A 
• From 6 a.m. p 11 P.m. T 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LA UNDROMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 





21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Smooth Sail ing 
to the 
/~ Herald! 
KenSansen I I 3212 KALUM PHONE 636-6357 
NOW IN TERRACE 
0 & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior - Residential. Commercial 
Specializing In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: 635-4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Phlms 638-1634 or 635-3545 
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Rangers dump Canucks 
.qavlngathrse-goslni~ht a4-01eedbytheilmeilS:5~ enforcer under former coach 'BillY Hm'ris scored the' 
not an uncommon Ox- had been played. • Don Cherry three years ago, other New York goal whlh 
"I'd llke to have those first now wants to become known Stan Jonathan and Bobb] 
Schnmu~z scored for tb 
perleace for Phil Espcaito f 
New York Rangers. But 
having apremonition f a big 
eight is another matter. 
Esposito had thoughts 
about he latter than pulled 
~f the former Thursday 
night ossed the Rangers tea 
&3 victory over Vancouver 
Conucks. • 
"I almost never feel too 
hot in warmups, but I leaned 
over to (line-mate) Don 
Maloney and said, 'Gee. I 
feel great,' Esposito 
recalled. 'We can get a few 
goal. toulsht."' 
The threa.geal per. 
formance marked the 32nd 
time in hlJ career he has 
recorded the feat. He also 
udatod on the gamewinnsr 
by Anders Hedber¢ 
In other action,' Quebec 
Nordiquns won their first 
ever NtlL game, downing 
Colorado Rockies 5-2, Boston 
Brutus edged New York 
Islanders 3-3 and 
Philadelphia Flyers 
defeated Atlanta Flame 64. 
10 minutes back," said 
Canucks couch Harry. NeMe. 
"I thought they had 1o .guys 
on the lee the first COUlee oz 
shifts. We couldn't get the 
puck out of our zone unless 
there was a faceoff at centre 
l~e." 
That happened at 58 
ssco0de, after Dave Maloney 
scored; at 3:20, after 
Espusito scored; at 8:51, 
after Run Dnguay scored, 
and at 15:S6, after Espouito 
and rookie Doug Sulllman 
fed Hedho~. 
Th~s  got so bad for Van- 
couver that Neale ended up 
benching left winger Ran 
Sedlbaner-- a 40-goxl scorer 
last season -- for lnef- 
fecilvenese. 
Esposito, meanwhile, 
seems as good as ever. Stan 
Smyl and Thomas Gradin 
• scored 56 seconds apart in 
the first period and Chris 
Oddleifscn brought the 
Canucks within 4-3 at 3:33 of' 
the third. 
In Boston, tough guy John 
as a scorer and a complete 
hockey player. 
Wensink took a small step 
in that direction an fired 
home a 25-footer arly in the 
third period to give the 
Bruise the victory. 
Wensink sco~'ed 25 of hts 28 
goals last season before' 
Christmas. However 'he 
reca l led  get t ing  
reprimanded by Cherry 
"sometime in December." 
"He called me into his 
cfflce and told me I was 
neglecting the most ins- 
portent partof my game," 
Wensink said. "I knew what 
ha meant. He meant I wam't 
fighting enough. I wam't 
playing the aggressive game 
I was supposed to. I felt it 
wasn't fair, and I was very 
upset." 
Wenelnk broke open a tied 
game with his goal at 4:04 of 
the third period, after Steve 
Tamhollini of the Islanders 
was credited with a goal 
early in the second period 
when Boston rookie Ray Thc Rangers reached the 
net early and oltan, scoring Wensink of the Brnins is Boorque accidentally put the 
twice in the first two minutes hoping to change his image, puck into his own net while 
and 20 seconds and building Wensink, who became an trying to clear a peseonL 
Pirates set records too 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  Led 
by Willis Stsrgell'| two-ran 
homer an~ s~alwart elief 
work by Grant Jackson and 
Kent Tekulve, Pittsburgh 
Pirates beat Baltimore 
Orlol~ 4-1 Wednesday night 
in the seventh and deciding 
game of the 1979 World 
Series, estsbllshing a host of 
historical and statistical 
milestones for major league 
baseball's fall finale. 
The Pirates became b~ ~ 
the fonrth team to come 
from a 3-1 games deficit to 
win a host-of.seven series, 
and the first ever to do it 
twice. They also ac- 
complished the feat in 1925 
against Wanl~ten Sees- 
tars. Other clubs to come 
back after bein~ down 3-1 
were the 1958 New York 
Yankees and 19~ Detroit 
Tigers. 
With a two-run homer and 
a pair of doubles Wednesday, 
Stsrgell, the Pirates' cap- 
lain, finished the series with 
seven extra-base hits, 
breaking a series record. 
The old mark of six was held 
Jointly by New York• 
YImkees' BaheRuth in 1~8, 
Detroit's Ervin Fox in 1934, 
Brooklyn's Duke Snlder in 
196;1, St. Lonts's Lon Brook in 
1Ha and the Yankees' 
Reggie Jackson in 1977. 
Adding a single to hiJ three 
eztra-hase hits Wednesday, 
Stargell also became the 40th 
man to collect he sefles 
reeerd of fonr hits in a game, 
and the fourth to de it this 
year. Pittsburgh's Dave 
Parker and Bill Madlsck, 
along with the Orioles' Klko 
Garcia, also had four.hlt 
games. 
The quartet of four-hit per- 
formances tied a series 
rocqrcL The only other nudes 
which featured four players 
who had four.hit games was 
the 1948 edition in which St. 
Louis'e Enos Slaughter, 
Whitey Kurowski and Joe 
Gara~ola, along with Bes- 
t~'s WaUy Moses, had four- 
hit games. 
Stsrgell also powered his 
way to 25 total hasns, tying 
Re881e Jackson's all-time 
series mark set ~,ith the 
Yankees in 1977. 
Relief ace Tekulve, who 
retired the side in order in 
• the ninth to nail down the 
championship, became 
• first pitcher in history to 
save three games in a aeries 
under rules established in 
1~. The old rsoor~ of two 
was accomplished five 
times, most recently by 
Cincinnati Reds' Will 
McE_n~mey in 1978 
P i t t sburgh  s~cond 
baseman P,hil Garner batted 
300 (12-for-~4) to Join only 
six other regulars who hit 
.SO0 or better over the course 
of a series, and tie a record 
for a seven-game set. The 
all.time record is Babe 
Ruth's .625 hit in the f.our- 
pme series of 1928. 
By havin~ five players 
with 10 or more hits 
(Stargell, Garner, Drear 
Morono, Parker, and Tim 
Foil), the Pirates set a series 
record in that department,. 
Many pinch-hitt ing 
milestones were established. 
The Orioles used 23 p~nch- 
hitters over the seven 
games, breaking the old 
record el 20 sot by the 1973 
Oakland A's. Baltimore 
pinchhittorsgot a total of six 
hits, tying the mark also held 
by the Yankees in 1947 and 
1960, and by the A'S in 1972.. 
Ba l t imore 's  Ter ry  
Crewley and Pat Kelly each 
players h01d tlz mark, the 
most recent being Oakland's 
Angel.Mangual.in ira. 
The Orioles established 
mother record by 'using five 
pitchers in the ninth inning 
Wednesday (Tim Steddard, 
Mike Flanagan, Don 
Stanhouse, Tippy. Martinez 
and Dennis Martinec).. The 
old mark for one inning was 
four, held by six other clubs 
--  the most recent being the 
1~i8 St. Louis Cardinals. 
Pittsburgh's Phil Game'r 
p~articipetod in nine double 
ys at second base, a 
sedns record. The Pirates' 
appeared infive games as a five sacrifice flies broke the 
st~nan~rt~, r' tYEIi~lhtthe 7 t~ ~do~rma~f tbrne ~id by 
'1 ! SPORTS COMMENT 
i By DON SCHAFFER 
Reluctantly I dragged myself away from the 
seventh game of the World Series to head down to the 
Terrace Arena to watch an exhibition hockey game. It 
wane  pleasant surprise, especially since I watched 
• my series ..prediction ;go down the drain. 
The Timhermen and the Winterhawks both look 
capable of putting on some entertaining ames over 
the next season. Being a new resident of Terrace, I 
hold no dismal memoriee of what I understand tobe a 
had season last year for the Timbermen. I only know 
what I have seen from the team, and that is an ex- 
citing comeback tie last Sundav. and a trouncing of 
the Winterhawks Wednesday. 
The Timbermen look llke a good team, and yet 
despite the fact that they hayeimproved dramatically 
over the courso, of their eJ:ldSiflon mason, there are 
still not that many p~ple ~oming ou!,~t6'the games. 
• Perhaps this is because the club didn t do very well 
last year. I know that bad reputations are nard to 
shake, but the Timbermen deserve a bit more support. 
Perhaps people are Just waiting for the season to 
start. I hope this is the easo. The team is hustling hard, 
they apparently possess quite a bit of talent, and they 
are a fast-skatlng club. 
The Winterhawks can also skate, and are certainly 
not seared to throw the body around. I don't know 
about fan support in Kitimat, but his team should also 
well and I hope to see more o f  them. 
It's hard to understand why support is so lacking for 
the Timbermen though. It must be hard on the team, 
after working so hard to improve and become a good 
unit, to look into empty stands. The fans that do come 
out are loud and supportive, and that's great. 
Contrary to what many hockey fans are like, the 
ones that have attended the last couple of games 
aren't he ones who are disgusted by the lack of blood 
on the ice after the game is over. They seem fairly 
knowledgeable, and appear to enjoy watching good, 
fant-skating clean play, w~ch is so far what the 
Timbermen have given them. 




(All T imes  IIDT) 
Wb PCt. 
P l~Jburoh  4 3 .$71 
Baltimore 3 4 .4~ 
(PltfaburOh wlnu 4-3) 
Tueedsy, Oct. 9 
PltNburgh st Bgltlmoru, ppd., 
rain 
Wodneeduy, Oct. I0 
B4itlmoru $ Pittsburgh 4 
Thurlday, Oct. 11 
Plttaburgh 3 Oeltlmure 2 
Prldey, Oct. 12 
Beitlmore O Plffaburoh 4 
|elvrdays 0¢1, 1| 
Baitlmoru 9 Plfflbursh 6 
Sunday, O¢,  14 
Pittsburgh 7 8altlmuru 1 
TUesdaY, OCt. 16 
PJthlbur0h 4 Snltimorn 0 
wednesday Result 
Pltlaburgh 4 BaltimOre I 
Brains. 
Colorado, who 'provided 
Winnipeg Jets with their 
victory in the ~ last week, 
performed the same service 
for the Nordlques. 
Mark Tardlf picked up a 
'wild Rockies pau midway 
tht~gh that final peflod and 
scored the winning goal to 
break a 2-2 fie. 
Real Clontler,' who~ored / 
76 geak last year in the 
WHA, scored twice agai~_,t 
Colorado to run this season s
total to five. 
Reggie Leach scored two 
goals and Rick MacL .el~, 
,added another and an semst 
to lead the Flyers, who took a 
3.0 lead on first.period gcak 
by Bill Barber and Paul 
HolmgroO, and a second- 
period sc~'e by Leach. . 
The Flames closed the gap 
to 3-3 on gcak by Erie Vail 
and Jean Pronevoxt with Just 
nine seconds left in the 
second period, b~ 
MscLelsh's power.play got 
at 3:13 of the final tmrio 
restored a two-goal lean tc 
Philadelpida, " " 




league banked)an g a~mes 
were played, last night, 
with All Seasons Sports 
squeaking Klues and S.oM. 
Trucking .6~, and Ev.'s 
Clippers narrowty 
beating Skeena Hotel 
Orphans 78-75. 
High scorers in the All 
Seasons-KluM game Were 
Doug McKay with 16 and 
Mike Ireland win 14 for 
All Seasons, and Andy 
RUy~*ck with 19 and Flip 
Cervo with 14 for Kluse 
and Sons. 
Dale Prest had 25 points 
and Ernie FroeSe had 14 
for Ev's, Bob Rafter had 
16 to lead Skeena Hotel. 
Jim Checkley and Pat 
Kofeod each scored 14 for 
Skeeea. 
Regular season games 
begin • Tuesday when 
Kluse and Scneplay Ev's 
Clippers and All Seasons. 
meets" the Skeeea Hotel 
Orphans. Game times are 
8 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. at 
.~keeea Junior Secondary 






H igh  ]OctobE 
on top of the senior, secon- 
dary school sports tonclh~s & for soccer and volleyball. Smithers boys and girls hold 
undefeated records in 
VolleyhaH, and Hazolton's 
soccer team has yet to lose a 
game in soccer play in the 
North West Zone league this 
Season ,  
The standings as of ~e  Oc. 
tuber 13 plnydnys: .. 
a~|  vollnybntl 
P . .W. .k  
Smlthers 4 4 - 
HoustOn 4 3 i 
Kltlmnt 3 2 1 
Terrace . 3 I 2 
Prince Ru?ert 4 • 4 
NlsbOe 2 0 2 
OlHI VollnylNIII 
P . .W. .k . .T  
Smlthers  4 4 • • 
PrlncnRupert S 4 1 • 
Houston . $ :1 2 I 
Terrace , . 4 2 ;I • 
Alyan|h' ' • 2 - 1 1 
Klflmet 3 - 3 • 
HOze lm :" 3 - 3 • 
enough of them yet. ~¢,r  
I was told that hockey wan the big spartan Terrace, P..W..L..T 
that it wan a real hockey town. So far that doesn't. Haze,ton 3 3 - - PrlncnRupert 4 3 I • 
really appear to be the cane. I hope the crowds in-  NlsbO.  ' 3 2 I • 
Terrace 3 1 2 • prove for the home team. Kltlmat 3 - 2 1 
They deserve it. Hoos~ 4 . 3 ! 
Minor hockey weekend ] lay. 
Prince Rupert's Pups 
and Bantams, and 
IQtimat's Peewees and 
Midgets see their first 
action of the Inter-city 
Minor Hockey Rep Team 
League this weekend. 
Rupert's Pups and 
Bantams travel to 
Kitimat for games 
Saturday afternoon and 
Sunday  nurs ing .  
Fdtimat's Peewees and 
Midgets are at Terrace 
where they'll play i~riday 
at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 
10 a.m. 
Meanwhile, Smlthers 
minor hockey players 
have officially informed 
the Inter-City League 
A SWEET TRADE 
Japan buys 12,000 tons of 
pure honey from Argentina 
annually. 
that they will play in the are interes('ed in the 
Omineca League down occasional exhibition 
the road. They won't game throughout the 
enter the Inter-City, but season. 
I ,  tickets good for 
27 
i. 10 am m 
112 noon-4 pm 
coffee & donuts 
'1,000 cash draw 
Jim McEwa 
Telephone 635-4941 
Dealer Lioence Number 14924 Terrace, B.C, 
t l '1, 
Pap 14, The Herald, Tuesday, October 16, 1979 
j.,. 
'[aim A Breathtakin~ View OF Tomorrow 












OCTOBER 20"& 21 
Sot - am to  '6 ...... pm 
f Sun- I •on to 4 pm 
1~ ,+ , , , , , - "  e 
, IIi  
We als0 have these used cars 
at low, low prices 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. standard 
ee e l  l l l l l eeeee l l  l ee l  e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i i i  $4095 
1974 THUHDERBIRD 
Loaded 
I i i i i  l l l l l e  . , , . ,1 . ,1 . ,  i+  .++•.  ++ . , i * * . *  ** , * . . .111 .1  i • !1  .......... $4195 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB ~++:....: v.+.o ................................... $10 500 
1977 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SALOH 
door Imidod • $5595 
1977 CHEV BEAUVILLE VAN 
li Passenger 
e q e i l o e e e l e o +  co le•e ,  eeeme +.1  ~1+ +ee o e e e e e e e e l l - e  ................. $6295 
1978 FORD VAH COHVERSIOH 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
el~li.elllll.lllltll$11llllltlltlltll ! I I I  I t  I l l l l l  $12.995 
1977 FOB F350 CREWCAB 
TuTene paint, V9 auto, 6' box 
I~ l  I I I  I I I I  I I t  I l l i l i l  I ~ t l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  ~ i i ~ 6 1 1  
................ $8495 
1877 COUGAR XR7 
VS, auto trans.0 PS & P6 i~  $5395 
+, , , , , I+ , , , , ,  o+, . , ,  ,o , ** , , , ,o ,o , °o  +o,o ,o+i+, l , , ,  ,H , ,+4,++i l *+ l l  
1977 FOB BUNCO 4x4 +' v, .u+o , _ , .  +o $6895 
, , , , , , . , ,  . . . .  , , , , , . . ,  . . . .  0 , , .++, ,+, ,+. ,+, ,+++ ,~, ,~, , , .~ l .~+++,o ,  
COUGAR XR-7  
Bronco Ronger 
We're read9 to deal off the 8O's 
FALL CHECK.UP 
,+to +Includes 
$24.89 pros tax OIL AND FILTER 
N*.w MIIIAI(.I+II (JH 
f4  q,~tl~t~+ hm'~) 
last,ill m,w Mr#)r Cratl hffr,r 
rn,,iJ++~l E ihdu', l  SVIJIP n~ 
Shock Absoutmr '~ 
51Pepmq I mk.lOf ° + ~"  
r f0nl  ~tnd Rl!ill SII%I,PrP.,tIH llllll~lll d ~  i 
R,ldialtJ+ +lnd Hearer Fir Jl11'~ 
RAIIIHy C+It)IL+++ .Ir ld 
ConnUCflon+ 
All B1,115 
All FI+J,d Levels 
A,I Cld?anPr ~l~lpr ~ 
Wlttf~Shltq+J ~'l,+.P h l ,  + /J 
l.ubl+rmfP Hoo l~ l< i t lh+in41 I , , ] t .~ + 
(}0(i f Hlltqi?1 
~4+ck | id ll,rl(10~+ * 1o 
T~%1 Ct~Jhlrlt IO+ tl .t l t l t l" . l tHlf '  p 
pr~Jtl,Cl+(+l t 
n,llt~*('/ ++l++,+++f++ Cir,l+H+ ~ I- 
All hllh1" ;"  I rH+Itt'tl% I 








All campers, fifth wheels, 
motorhomea 
and van conversions are 
priced to clear, they must go 
. . . .  4 . 
The Herald, Friday, October 19, 1979, Page 9 
tL__  
, TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
daily herald 
SECOND SECTION 
• AT  COLLEGE 
Sims makes no apology for told me he won't go to the 
the film clips that are about theatre any more-- the stuff 
to flash upon the screen --  in too rough." 
cLLpa containing violence or 
sex that he and his six 
colleagues have deemed 
unacceptable for public 
viewing in Ontario, 
' Sims, often labelled too 
conservative in his role ae 
chairman of the Ontario 
censor board, in damon- 
otralin8 the kinds of scenes 
that don't make it to your 
usl~hborhoed theatre. 
The lights dim and the 
'screen in thc small theatre at 
the board's office comes 
alive with scenes considered 
to be too sexually explicit or 
, unduly violent 
'., Three men pin down a 
• ' young woman i a bedroom 
scene in which they. 
method ica l ly  and  
~raphicaliy use a knife to 
slash her arm, a pair of 
clippers to snip off her ring 
, finger and a mal l  power 
~, sew to amputate her right 
More programs offered 
Courses will be starting 
soon in Terrace in art, 
defensive driving and 
Canad ian  c i t i zensh ip  
preparation at Northwest 
Community College. 
For new Canadians and 
immigrants there are two 
new programs, a daytime 
English course and one to 
help people prepare for their 
d r iver ' s  l i cense  
examination. 
There is still time to 
register for three art 
F~nuygrams offered by the 
uarr College of Art 
and Northwest College The 
tw¢~weekead workshops in 
the 'Printmoblle' are In- 
taglio, Oct. 26-28, and 
Manoprint, Nov. 24. 
These are both in- 
troductory courses and open 
to any adult or teenager with 
an interest in art. ~enoprint 
in simple, inexpetmlve and 
versatile nough to be of 
benefit to elementary 
teachers who want to apply 
the techniques to their art 
classes 'or to the individual 
who wants an art medium 
that can be carried out at 
home after the Flnhnoblle 
leaves Terrace. 
advised to contact Kathy 
MueLLer or Edna Cooper for 
information on the assign- 
ment. The theme of the 
assignment is 'Trees'. The 
workshop takes place Nov. 
23.25. 
Defensive driving takes 
place on Nov. 5,6 and 7 at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School. This is the Canada 
Safety Council course-- 
highly recommended to help 
you drive Safely and prevent 
accidents. Please pre- 
register at Northwest 
Community College. 
Canadian citizenship 
classes tart Monday, Nov. 
5. Four excellent films and a 
lot of information are packed 
into five evenings The next 
classes will not be held until 
the new year, so please 
remember the November 
date 
Drivers English will also 
start in November if there in 
sufficient interest, so please 
contact. Kathy Mueilor at 
63,5-6511 as soon as possible. 
This program will benefit 
those who are at the in- 
t~eductery and intermediate 
levels of English com- 
prehension. 
Partieipents in the design In addition to evening 
workshop enjoyed Sylvia programs in English 
Scott's unusualpresentation, language training, a course 
Anyone who wishes to mw takes place on Wed- 
register for part two of this nesday and Friday mornings 
program is welcome, but from 9:30 a.m. till noon. The 
COME STAY WITH US 
at ENGLISH BAY near STANLEY PARK 
in beamifi~l downtown VANCOUVER 
TOLL-FREE 800.268-8993 
1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C. VeG 1W5 
TELEPHONE (604) 682-1831 
• 4( ] Tweet Theatres : 
i 4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
Heaven Can Wait, Foul Play The members -- a former 4o ' 
The percentage of movies and Grease." lawyer, social scientist, ~ '7 & 9 p,m. 
receiving the restricted He says he expects to see librarian, theatre manager 4O 4( 
ratin~ in Ontsrio ruse to 45 the pendulum awing back andunivereltyarts~radnate ~ OCTOBER 17-20 ~ 
per cent in 1978 from 29 per toward more adult and ranging in age from 30 to 68 ~ b Force of One ~ ~ 
cent in 1970 -- which means general movie ratings -- view every film before 4( ~, 
that almost half of the films because theatre admissions discussing what rating 
released were banned for are down even though box should be applied. ~ OCTOBER 21-23 
everyone under 18. offices are maldr41 more "The board of censom ~ Last Embrace W ~ 
E~hty-ein per cent of all money through increased didn'i come out of the same 
films released "in. Ontario ticket prices, mould but out of different 
were given a'rectrictad or Sims, George Belcher, walks of life. We have a ~ OCTOBER24-27 ~ 
adult -- parental guidance vicechairman of the hoard, representative group --  if ~ The Prisoner of Zenda ~ .~ 
suggested --  rating between and five other people are they're all offended by it, it's 
April,1978, and Msrch of thts responsible for rating the a reflection of the commu. ~ 4o 
year. in the last eight years .l,SO0-plus films -- 35nun, nity," . ~*********************** -  ***** .1~ 
the number of movies rated 16mm, 8mm, videotapes, 
general was dropped to 13 previews, shorts and some 
par cent f.r0m 37 par cen L pay television -- that enter 
"Theindustrytscapebloof the province ach year. 
a better product han it's Sims sees only about 200 
,giving us," says Sims. films a year -  "I'm busy 
"Somehow, the values, the with the work that nobody 
run of thc plays and f.llm we.._ev_or__ .bears ahout~ making 
Noted artist showing here 
Jacqueline H.ugois once a ga~ ~.re~enting_ a_show of coll.ectio~ tl .ou~, out he world; in Canada, Finland, ** 
. i~t .~r~S m "retrace as me n.~.M, t,e e Tnea~.J~!pan~.~A~_=.uraua. and the Up!ted States, Her work .Ic ..... ~TOBER 17.-20.~. . . . .  
O~t: 10 .from. ~ p.m..toe p..~r:"~ . . . . . . . .  ' . ..... " *  • i~sbe~ dlq~layed a l l  over B,C.. and since'l~72 she ~ ~ ..... Heaven can wa i t  and Foul P lay 
hugo has had samples of her work placed in privat e has exhibited extensively. ~ 
IN ONTARIO OCTOBER 21.27 
The Maln Event ~ 
What yo  don t see U ' Matineo2p.m. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Don ' lie Iresnat in thin office and . .  Viva Max 
a r m .  
'The scene's climax comes 
when she Is disemboweLLed. 
It's Called a snuff film 
because it portrays the 
tortuous nuffiug out of a 
human Ills. 
Other clips fill the screen 
- -  sexual intercourse, oral 
sex, vivid throat slaehinga, 
gouged eyes, flowing blood 
and combinations ofviolence 
and sex. 
They're clips from films 
that have either been cut or, 
In some cases, banned by the 
board which also classifies 
films under three categories 
- -  general, adult or 
restricted. 
Sims dismisses critics who 
say he brought a con- 
servative viewpoint with him 
when he accepted ~e Job in 
1974. 
The board is giving an in- 
creasing number/of movies 
re*trlcted ratin~ because 
films "are rougher and 
there's a good section of the 
industry now pandering to 
the lowemt~ common 
denominator,"." 
"We pass stuff that O.J. 
S i l ver thorn  (h i s  
location 'is the Terrace 
Public Library. Although the 
library is closed until 10:00 
a,m., you can get in by 
imooking. 
Community support is 
very important for all 
programs directed at new 
Canadians. ff you know of 
anyone who might be in. 
terested in these classes, 
there are many ways you 
can help: translate the in. 
formation to them, come 
with them to the first class 
and phone Northwest 
Communi ty  College, 635- 
6511. 
Please leave their name, 
address and phone number 
for our E.S.L. mailing LLst. 
JUDGE SYMPATHETIC 
DONCASTER, England 
(CP) --Postman Ian Ambler 
was allowed only ¢5 a week 
spending money by his wife 
sohe began stealing from his 
mailbag. A sympathetic 
judge gave him a suspended 
sentence. 
VENETIAN DINIIK LOUNG~ 
LA GONDOLA ~ FOR mlS, taVAI  o~' .  , 
~( ~ Hidden somewhere in the I 
~( ~ paper aretwo Terrace 
I-~ phone numbers. 
i S  Fwion: them' and if °ne is y°urs Y°U ve ~ '
I~  Pick up your tickets at the Herald .~ 







Mon. to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
SUN.-THURS. ]1 a.m.-12 p.m. 
FR[.  & SAT. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6111 
THE R E ' T H E  FAMILY ! 
Get a handle 
san0man ,NM on soanething reat. 
P|gI  10, The Herald, Friday, Octoloer 19, 1979. 
Yourlndividual I" CROSSWORD 
l loroscope / I i+i!! ': 
. F r ,  c,, l rak+  I . .+c.+ 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)-1¢¢"-'~ 
Relationships reach a 
turning point. Singles may 
consider a deeper in- 
volvement and marrleds can 
expect exciting news from 
mates. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A heavy work load may cut 
into leisure time, but you'll 
make important progress. Let 
close ones help out in some 
manner. 
GEMINI June 20) ] ] [~ (May 21 to 
Fun activities indicated, but 
don't wear yourself out. 
Through work you may meet 
an exciting new romantic 
prospect. Enjoy hobbies. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~=~P 
The accent is on family and 
family reunions. Keep in touch 
with relatives either by phone 
or via letter. Make important 
domestic decisions. 
LEO 
(July ~ to Aug. ~2)~ 
Visit nearby relatives. A 
busy day of incoming and 
outgoing messages. Trust 
hunches re creative projects. 
Don't spread yourself too thin. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
A good day for shopping, but 
keep spending within af- 
fordable limits. Make the 
decisions that will lead to 
increased revenues. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)"g='~ ~ 
You may consider a change 
in appearance or style, A good 
time to visit shut-ins or to 
become involved in 
humanitarian e deavors. 
scoRPiO ~ j~.  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be careful of valuables. 
Don't misplace items. A time 
for self.anulysis and getting it 
together. Take stock of recent 
developments. 
SAGrrr~Ius ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A busy round of social ac- 
tivity with an accent on 
community involvement. DO 
your part o get to know others 
better. Become involved. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A twist of circumstances 
careerwiso leaves you in a 
favorable position. A crisis 
situation gives you the chance 
to era'dbit your talents. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~ 
Travel and business mix 
favorably. Consult with ad- 
visers re recent' career 
developments. In-laws and 
distant interests accented. PmCm 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A loan may have to be 
renegotlated, but the outcome 
is favorable. A busy day of 
preliminary talks with ad- 
visers re capital. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
tactful and diplomatic. Often 
you choose an artistic career 
as an outlet for your sen. 
sitivity and imagination. You 
can write poetry and fiction 
and are also attracted to 
philosophy and religion. Law, 
politics, teaching, music and 
medicine are other suitable 
occupations Tor you. You fare 
well in partnerships and do 
best when encouraged by 
others. You are n~ore inclined 
to small business than large 
affairs. Avoid a tendency to 
get depressed for your mission 
in life is to spread joy. Bk. 
thdate of: Dr. Joyce Brothers, 
psychologist; Mickey Mantle, 
baseball star; and Arlene 
Francis, TV personality. 
small fabric (Lat.) 23 Arabian 
articles 43 Sign of the 3 Sand hill ' gazelle 
13 Dance step zodiac ' 4.Sifts 25 Excavate, 
14 Gravy dish 46 Abode of 5 Primate 26 Samuel's 
15 This doesn't the dead 6 Short- mentor 
describe a 50 Employs napped 27 Fertilizer 
mackerel 51 Ladyfish 7 Camna 29 Sight in 
17 Unicorn fish 54 Prefix used 8 Touches Sicily 
18 Famous in physics end to end 31 Education 
fountain 55 Frost 9 Stupid one org. 
19 Enrolls 56 Within: (slang) 32 Arid 
21 City in comb. 10 Bed or 34 British 
• Sicily form couch gun 
24 Large Avg. solution time: 26 rain. 38 Drown out 
tree , ,~,~,,~,, - i~., , , ,~i~,~,. i~, 40Long view 
25 American ~ 42 -- Guevara 
socialist I~l~lr.l~lt I~ l~ l~ i~ l l  ITI~I 43 Sudden• 
28 Crude ~ wind 
metals I$1 ~I~E~.~I~IL IP  I I 44 Italian 
30 Conclusion . ~  noble family" 
33 Labor JLtt"' I mlLl~l~] i l~ l  i [Uir"l ,=, ^ I t , ,  ,=i ,l-r~cl Tl=IC;~]Ml . 45Wading bird 
. org. ~ 47 Eat chief 
34 Ending for ~ meal 
gold or 48 This (Sp'.) 
silver ' P A N IT IU IV IA IC IU IR IL I  49 Look for + "" 
Air: E N D IS IL IE IR IE IN I~ IDI . bargains ." 
comb• form 8-22 52 Oxalis 
36 Bar offering Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 53 Novel 
ARIF_~ ~ t ~  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Capitalize on new insights re 
joint investments. You'll have 
to do some groundwork. Be 
sure to follow through and 
complete tasks. 
TA~us t~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
P..~'::After an initial ro i t i c  
. enthusiasm, you're liable to 
.... get'cold feet. A close ally may 
make a sudden decision which 
surprises. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to Jane 20)][][ 
Slight tension at work 
possible. At home you'll 
function better and be able to 
make important work-related 
decisions. Watch nerves. 
c~cm ®~ 
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
There may be a change in 
dating plans. Though you're 
articulate, don't expect im- 
mediate answers from a child 
or love interest. 
LEO P~ _re~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)V~V~ 
Unexpected news re 
property. You may have an 
ambivalent attitude towards 
spending. Don't be penny-wine 
and pound foolish. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may be caged upon to 
make a quick decision. Don't 
second-guess yourself. Your 
first instinct is the one to be 
trusted. 
LIBRA 22) . J [ l .~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
" +:~' Don't act. prematurely re a w 
financial matter. Do further 
rsseai:ch"•b~f6~ ' Fo&lhg to :'a 
decision. Ignore the skep- 
ticism of a relative, 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to NOV. 21) s l t , ,~  
Be tactful. Don't call undue 
attention to yourself. From a 
behind.the-scenes vantage 
point you'll make progress. 
Accent discretion. 
SAG r~AmUS , ,~  
surprise you./ Hidden career 
developments may come to 
light. Be level-headed and 
wait further developments. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Friends you meet now may 
have unusual viewpoints. 
Enjoy intellectual debates but 
don't get caught in an 
argument. Be sociable. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.~..~'~ 
New career ideas are linked 
with financial considerations. 
Don't over-expand. Be en- 
thusiastic, but remain 
practical. Consider options. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Surprising news from afar 
may cause u ehasge in travel 
plans. Don't get discouraged if, 
a close one seems overly 
cautious. Bide your time. 
• YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile and only need to 
develop self-discipline for 
success. Avoid a tendency to 
scatter your energies and 
concentrate onthe one line in 
which you wish to excel. 
Gifted with the written and 
spoken word, you can write, 
teach, lecture, sing, or edit. 
Music, dancing, and design 
are other fields in which you'd 
find happiness. In business, 
you can sell your product and 
would succeed in banking, 
advertising, publicity, and 
travel. Don't let a need for 
security cause you to short- 
change your talents. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
A change of plans re joint 
assets and capital in- 
vestments works out to your 
advantage. Don't be ira- 
patient. Act with prudence. 
TAURUS ~j~,  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A small domestic crisis will 
lead to closer communication 
with loved ones. Be sure to 
consider opinions of close 
allies. Listen. 
GEMini 20) !11~ 
(May 21 to June 
Someone on the job may be 
in a bad mood. A change in 
work schedules requires 
adaptability. Doextra work at 
home if necessary. 
c~c~ ®~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Don't spend too much on 
pleasure, but do enjoy a visit 
to a new restaurant or club. 
Follow up creative thoughts 
with seif-diseipline. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)0~'~ 
Don't come on too strong 
with a family member or 
you'll have to apologize later. 
Consider costs in connection 
with domestic hanges, 
I 
(Aug. ~ to Sept. ~.~.) 
Unexpected news requires 
level-hcadsd thinking. Keep 
nerves under control, and 
avoid snap judgments for 
success. Ignore gossip. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. = to Oct. 22) "r='~x m 
Friends could be 
argumentative re money.• 
Unexpected f inanc ia l  
developments require quick 
thinkin . 
scoR~,Io n~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
A boss could get your goat. 
Don't be so concerned about 
ego. Expre~ self without seif- 
dramatization. Keep in touch 
with old friends. 
SAGITTAIUUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Sudden disclosures give you 
food for gossip --  but don't. Do 
further research re career 
developments. 
CAPRICORN ~f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A sudden invitation may 
arrive. New friends are dif- 
ferent from your regular 
crowd, but don't forget about 
dates with old friends. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~ 
Present new ideas to 
superiors. Your personality is
an asset to career success. 
Show others your originality. 
Avoid friction with close ones. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Watch for a clash of 
viewpoints at work. Unex- 
pected developments may 
cause a change in plans. Close 
allies are s~pet~ve. 
YOU BORN TODAY should 
think big and not let an innate 
conscrvallmn keep you from 
taking a chance on your 
originality. You won't be 
happy in your work unless it 
refleets'yoar ideals. You have 
an especial ffinity for acting, 
music, pointing and sculpture. 
In business, you do well with 
progressive corporations and 
are well-suited for public life. 
Law, real estate, engineering, 
government, science and 
humanitarian work are other 
fields in which you'd find 
happiness. Birtbdate of: Joan 
Fontaine, actress; Franz 
Liszt, composer; Robert 
Rauschenberg, painteL 
I I I I 
:~ ;,:. : • 
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CRYPTOQUIP 
ONWYWJKC JDNKOKJ JKY  VUC MWAC 
CUD MWJV OWAAD VKUCO 
Yesterday's C~yptoquip-- CAPACIOUS CUPOLA CONTAINS 
'ANCESTOR'S LETTERS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Y equals R 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
lettei" used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accon~plished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
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Her Kisses 
Tell--On Hirn 
By Abigail Van Buren 
, 1070 by  Ch icago TUbune,N.Y.  NOWl Si#nd, Inc. 
. ,  : . i  
• . , . °  . 
. .  ' . . •  ,•  • . 
. . . . . . .  . priced, ugly, useless piece of junk" will convey? 
" ' ' '.' '> ~ .. You'd be ahead to save your time, money and "respect," 
• DEAR ABRY: I'm a man, Over ?0, My wife died su~ldenly. ' and send nothing. . 
several months'ago, and I found out that I just ebiildn t'~et : 
along without •female companionship. - : ."" ~ : i. DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter about the man marry- 
• As a young man I suppose I had the usual number of ing a girl who was six months pregnant with another man's 
girlfriends, but I haven't courted for 50 years, and am rather • 
• • " . . . .  . .  . " proud of him. 
:DEAR OVER: Are you complaining? While kissing is 
bieleally n~tural, techniques are developed. This woman is 
giving you a message..~5e'e probably crazy about you, too, 
so don't dismiss it as a routine "tongue-in-cheek" matter. 
DEAR ABBY: ASKING IN ALASKA says, "Kids who 
live together before }narriage don't deserve wedding 
presents, so they shouldn't be sent any." And,you replied, 
"It won't work. Most parents (and relatives) are so glad that 
the kids finally•made it legal, they send gifts ~myway." 
Well. here's how I handle it: O, ut of respect o the parents. 
I send a gift. I buy the first low-pric~d, ugly, useless piece of 
junk I see. have it gift-wrapped and sent. (It there's a 
shower; I do the same.) • , 
1~ figure the gift is as appropriate as the wed(ling. And if 
Mr. and Mrs. Sleazy Morals have any perception at all, they 
will get the message that their wedding is no more mean- 
i~igful to me than it is to them. 
REALISTIC IN MASS. 
DEARREALISTIC: Since you send a gift "out of respect 
of the parents," how much "respect" do you think a "low- 
rusty. 
• I,recently asked a woman . in  my agegroup to accompany' 
me to a variety of social engagements, She .was most : 
agreeable. She turned out to be a warm, lie.ely, affeeUonate 
companion,.and I must admit that I am crazy about :her!' 
The problem: Her kisses, Abby, this woman's kisses shake 
me from top to toe. Eden t know why.'l hate to Call it !~tech. 
nique" or sugge'st that she has developed her kissing pur.' 
posely, but she.must be eonsei0us of the "effect her kissing 
has on males. (Sheisa widow~) I can't learn from her because ' 
I don't know what she is i doing. ! only know that thi~' 
woman's kisses drive me crazy, All the kisses Z have had 
before are just not in the same league, Sheis gentle. She is , 
loving, but I am glad that'not all women kiss the way she 
does. There must be a happy medium.'• ' " . 
OVERWHELMED 
child: that's my son you are talkingabout, and I am so Very 
, He'was engaged to this girl, and her brother-in-law took 
advantage of her. My son went ahead and married her, ad- 
.. vanving the wedding date so he could take care of her. 
He's claiming the child as his own, and as far as I'm con- 
cerned, that child Will be treate~ exactly like all my other 
grandchildren! 
PROUD GRANDPA 
DEAR GRANDPA: Congratulations-for more reasons 
i titan one, 
.CONFIDENTIAL TO B. Me i IN GARDEN cl'rY, N.Y.: 
Previous little thanks are due me, but I do owe a great deal 
to my top-notch advisers: "If a man knows where,to get good 
advice, it is as though he could supply it himself." (Goethe) 
: .; ' By Stan Lee and John, Romita 
A.~ ,,,e'~,e m,~=e.m'rr,,~m'..¢ ~.! ~ !~ "m~. Peo.:• "m~ew ~e - ~ ~ ~u ~u~ep ' 
' By Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
IWlIIIIIIIIII "I rr ~v~'~D OUT '~111 
L - -  I~  ~ ' : , .' I ,, ,, ~ : "  ~-Hi'~ LCHAT. 
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Here's some examples of our 
incredibly low prices 
1979:IMPALA 
Steel l:'i!iildla, lpi I p w io:i:iii!!iih deft°st' trim, 
sTs e oNT ac , , . ,  . 
. . . . .  " '  : ! , : " J )  . " ' ,  , ' "  • ! : : '7" ! . " :H  - : i ( J ' , ,  
. . . . .  :::: laurenttan " 
2 deer, fall size, cameo white,' bias vinyl trim, rear window defrost, 
5.0 litre (305 us.iv.) V-O eOllia, steel belted radial whitewall tire, 
automatic transmission, AH piskbetton radio, Iadurcoatioll. 
s.7.t 99oo, 
i ,~ , , i ! ; i i  /: ' ,F 'r ?d]  
1979 CHEVROLET 
MalJbu 
2 door spurt coupe, medina metallic green, Ire- vinyl trim, 
power steering, power brakes, 3.3 Iitre (200 cu.in.) V-6 enline, 
automatic transmission, All pushbntton radio, undtrcoatinl[. 
,675100 
McEwan 
~ • • • • . . . .  
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Children 
helped 
The CARE BY Parent Unlt ot Children's Hospital in 
Vancouver places a lot of importance on the ~amfly. In 
thls unlque ward of  Children's Hospital, parents 
provide supervised nurdng care to their own children. 
Hospitalized children benefit strongly from the love 
and emotional support of a nearby parent and from 
the friendships they form with other children on the 
ward. Our friends above, Anthony and Jason, both Uve 
In Terrace, B.C. but.were strangers until they met at 
Children's Hospital. And, aa the supporters of the. 
March of Dimes for Cldldren'a Hospital know, " a 
~ " Corner Sparks and Keith ~% ~ Spar 
~ P a s t o r  Paul Mohninger 
Home636"53~i~ ~; / su 
Sunday School 9: ~:~.  ,~- -~: /  ~ " 
British missionary. 
.travelling Canada' 
By ALLAN SWWI' hunger on the part of kicis to- church, and directs the 
MONTREAL (CP)--"The day." says Don MacLeed, French-language " 
Atlantic Ocean is not to be 'ge~raldirectorofCanadlan movement, les OroupeaBib- 
recommended In October InterVarsity. liques Unive~ita .h~, whlch 
when travelling on a 13,000- Beth Hedges, a second- has been active since 1070. 
ton beat," a seasick London year education student at Arthur Hill was at the 
medical school 8raduate McGlil, says the McGill original Kingston msatina, 
noted with understatement chapter, which be@n in the and was elected student 
in his diary in 1928., 1950n, has about 50 aeuve president for the Canadian 
Howard Guineas was members thin year. Every fellowship. At 72, Ire still in 
boundforConadawithaona- two weeks they invite a practising medicine in 
way ticket raised by fellow speaker to a potluck supper Sherbrooke, que., and calla 
students to explore the nndatudytheBiblewseklyin ld melf "one of the few 
peasibllltle~ for a student amall groups. The group alsa survivors of the 50 ynam." 
Christian movement similar runs a textbook exchange for "Guineas was a tall chap, 
suave, a very good speaker, to the British Inter-Varelty the students' aeclety. 
Fellowship, founded at The fellowship has a staff a very spontunsetm an," 
Cambridge 50 years earlier. 'of ItS. spread acre,  ~e Hillrecalledin an interview. 
The youn8 Anglican country in a sup~rtive role Gulneas died in Sydney, 
landed In Moutrsal and for a to students, ~ut the Australia, last June ~8, 
year travelled by train to- movement depends on the having spent his life 
campuses across Canada, initiative of students and pioneering InterVaralty 
supported by occasional some volunteers such as movements in several 
gifts, teachers who may sponsor a European countries, the east 
On Sept. 18, 1929/ seven dub in a high school, and Australia. 
students met at ~naen~s Personnel are usually It's hard to evaluate the 
Univerotty, Kingston, Ont., university-trained, lay men results of 50 years of 
and the' Inter-Varsity and women, while a few are fellowship activity In 
Christian Fellowship was ministers lent to the Canada, spokesmen say. 
founded, movement, such as "Probably its greatest 
This fall, 50 years inter, MacLeod, a .41-year-old contribution is that a wnme 
thousands of Christian Presbyterianmlnlsier, T.be.lr set of peeple who have lioue . 
students are meeting In modest salaries are pare ny through I-V now are lsadere 
come 500 high schools, 50 donations, in churches in the country," 
universities and 30 other "Our work is helping MacLeod says. . 
post.secondary institutions, people grapple seriously Canadian Inter-Varsity 
The Inter-danominalional with how they relate as was responsible for In- 
groups range from a half- Chrlatinna to their studies, treducinli the movement into 
dozen teenagers in a high instead of hiding in a the U.S. in 1937, and was a 
school up to ~00 at Univereity Christian ghetto,"says founding member of the 
of British Columbia. Their Montreal staff member International Fellowship of 
basic activity seems rather Ramas Atsllah. EvangelicalStudents 
anachronislle: Bible study. "In the past many came 
They also sponsor from churches which didn't Christian 
speakers, films, debates and encourage kids to go to 
m~mlcal groups to try to university -- it was for the l b 
interest students in the Devil," sald E~pttsn-bem a or  
Christian message. ' Atallah, 33, who as a physics ! d 
For example, a small student was president ofthe ea er  
group in a Montreal Junior McGill University chapter. __ -  
college last year sponsored a "We evaluate our work by 
debate between a Christian the calibre of students l~  r~ he 
author and a college graduating at the end of the E d V a n d • r K I oe t ,  
professor on the theme ol ' year. Our emphasis not on executive director of the 
sexnallty, and 500°stodnnts production, programs, Chr i s t ian  Labour  
crammed into the cafeteria, numbers," ' Association of Canada 
friend in need, Is a friend indeed." "Tberessema to be an Int. Atalinh goca to a French- (CLAC) will , speak in 
presslve amOunt of spiritual lanauase evangel ica l  ~Terrace on Tuesday.' 
, " VanderKIset"wlil contrast 
his union to most of the 
ATTEND THE CHURCH ="" '  =='"  = " - , .  ' - - " - - '  "The , title, Marks of a New 
Citizenship" he will discuss 
how many mainline 
OF YOUR CHOICE uniontsts tend to reduce work to an exchange of effort 
for money and how unions Pastor Bob Lesyk 1 todnyareoftenmonopolisin.g. 
~, ,e  2807 l i the worker and the wore ooo- place. 
,~ ,,-.;~;',;, .,.,~,,: ,.u.0.r.ner,..O.l'..l!alllWell ann n. lnomas . ./ " ,...: c~c's,. ,, _~,._. ~,. ,. .eU°rto as a service 
91 45 a.m. Bible Teaching ,J ~,~.  ;e;Sg;~'~m'orer i~' l [be;  ' 
Sunday School " ~  . work than simply financial 
1 l:00a.m, Morning Worship Service ' • ~ benefits as well as how the 
7:30p.m. singing and Bible Study , . o . _ . . . .  ~ .C[AC is s ..I~. !!~ " ~.al~t 
%,. Wednesday, 8"00. Home. Bible Studies,, Chnstzan Reformed Church  ~ _~enectallm°nlv°~ °uzmseonstru__tonmcue~ or 
"~ "You Are Welcome at Uplands r / . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~-d~0na w~Jch use the at- 
f s rks :~treev ana avraume avenue "~ fillation clauses to crowd 
~ le~lUmate unions out of the ~ Reverend S, Van Oaalen / work place 
~ S nday School. Terrace 10:00 a.m. • / The name "Cl¢inlhm" in 
. - . _ .  c_~^_, ~^m^l  00~m. / Chr l s t la 'n  Labour  Su, ,uoy  o , . , ,uu ,  - m.~ u : p.  • . . . . . . . . . . .  " / Association of Canada, 
i~ uua m worsmp ~erv,ce 
. . . . . . .  : • • . . / , reflects the view of its 
TInS SUNDAV 
we'eome, I
You To i 
g 
I 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship: Worsh ip j  
• SATURDAY . ~ ' 
• 7:30 p.m. Youth Group- ~ - " ~  
KNOX UNITED CHURCH " ~ .  Christian Counselling • / , K   TE   C 
Emergency Welfare . .TUERAN CH'  'RPU" 4907 Lazelle Avenue ~ SpsritualResources / t, a r ln ,o .  , -U l r l  .unu l r ,  
635 5446or635 2626 parks Street and Park 'Avenue "~. 
m,nlsver neverenu uave manyn end Rolf Iiosterud 635-5882 / 
Morning Servic~ 1 l:00a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a,m. 
unday School, Confirmation 
i . " " ~  Youth and Adult Classes ~ 
' 3341 River I)rlve Terrace, B,O, 638-1561 I . . . . . .  
. Reverend R,L, White [ t t ,~  '~  
Sunday School 10:00 a.m . j l  . [ ' g ~1~ 
~ Reverend R.L. Wh ire J r  , / ~ k\\~,~.1~1 
"%~ Morning Worship 11:00 a,m. ~ .L~, ~ ,~,. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ ' i [l~J~: ~J~, 
. . . .  . Prayer service ednesday7'.30p.m,. . ' .~ l l l  ~ .  _ , 
membersh ip  that  
Christianity has a direct 
relationship towhat one does 
at the work place, a 
spokesman for the group 
says. The worker's faith has 
a direct bearing on his at- 
titudes towards his work, to 
his fellow workers and to his 
employer. His faith makes a
difference on the shop flonr, 
at the work site and at the 
bargaining table, according 
to Bert Seinen, a CLAC 
Rpreaantstive for Terrace. 
In Its 27 year history, the 
CLAC has grown from a few 
small organized companies 
in the Toronto area, to a 
national union representinB 
and sarving over 6o0o 
workers in over 200 eom- 
~nies In British Columbia, 
Alberta, and Ontario, says a 
press release. 
VanderKlcat will address 
union members and in- 
forested people at the 
Centennial Christian School 
at Sparks and Straume at 
8:15 p.m. on Tuesday. 
[ 
abe Mos l  I Im0et  ~ l l t ,  l i  Ifl th l  Wof~'*  
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wng,~l hosle~q, 
Lois Mohnlnger" 63S.5309 
EVelyn A,weiler 635-5571 
4637 Walsh Avenue ~ 
, SUNDAY ~"~ 
9:30a.m. Christian Education Hour 
11:00a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting 
WEDNESDAY 
r i , ' .... [- r ;~:- 
4830 Straume Avenue, Terrace 636-2312 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m. 
. l l :15a .m. .  
7:30 p.m. 
SALVATION ARMY 
Sunday Services. 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion• 
11.:00a.m. - Holy Communion for the family 
M,msler: Reverend Lance Sfephens - 635.5855 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 1 
House of Prais 
3406 Eby Street 
635.3015 - -  635-3657 , / 
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. ' .~"  
Education & Instruction. Thurs. 7.e: 30 / 
A c la .  for all ag .  / 
1 
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Worn. en Gov' g 1 l moving t gett in  invo ve( 
EDMONTON (CP) television ads and 45,000, and individuals a year aheut 
including ,000 requested by up here 
TORONTO (CP) -- When 
Allan Smart, 45, began his 
career as an employee 
benefits: consultant, women 
on the staff were never 
allowed to see a client. 
Today, the sisff of Smart's 
own ~81neas, Allan Smart 
Services, is made up mostly 
of women who deal d~rectly 
with ~llenis. 
In those arly days of his 
22-year career, Smart says, 
women either were 
sssistants or actuarial 
speeialisis who were kept in 
a back room. 
"This wss general 
throughout the employee 
benefits industry." 
If you were dealing in pen- 
sions and group insurance 
for large corporations, the 
general feeling was that hey 
wanted to see s male face 
presented tothem. 
"If they saw a female face, 
they just plain didn't believe 
It and wanted you to bring 
somebody a little higher up 
the ladder for the next 
meeting. The attitude was 
that a female wasn't at the 
same level." 
When he was a vice- 
president ofWilliam Mercer 
Ltd., Smart got a phone call 
from a friend in an insurance 
company who told him about 
an employee's impending 
dismissal. 
The employee, a woman,, 
had told a superior that hel 
didn't know what he was 
talkln~ boot. 
"She was right," says 
Smart, "but because she wan 
female she was not allowed 
to do that." 
Smart called the woman 
and hired her himself. That 
was seven years ago, when 
he was just setting up his 
own business. And today, 
Lorraine Mnhoney is a vice-" 
president of the Smart firm. 
Smart has 10 women on his 
staff, all of ~vbem he says 
were recruited strictly for 
their brain ~t ,  ":,', 't~ • 
He mainta~"thnt :~ple  
should not be hired because 
they are yes.men or Just for 
placing in slots. They should 
behtred for their brains and 
independence. 
"The way to run a con- 
sulting operation is to have 
everybody operating as an 
independent person with an 
independent brain. 
"Don't ry to give diroctlon 
from the top. You run into 
tremendous,logjams if you 
For this reason, the 
women on Smart's staff 
handle all client contact, 
often working in teams and 





LONDON (CP) - -  
Dramatic reductions in the 
time taken to fit pallents 
v}lth artificial llmbe are 
premised following research 
by the British department of 
health and social security. 
A team led by Reg 
Lawrence, deputy director of 
the department's biomedical 
research unit in London, has 
developed a technique for 
making polypropylene llmb 
sockets that should bring the 
time to provide a limb down 
to about a day instead of, in 
,some cases, months. 
Present methods of 
making a socket for an ar- 
tificial limb take time 
became It ban to he shaped 
from an alloy or from glass. 
reinforced plastic by a 
skilled craftsman, working 
from a plaster cast. of the 
e~'i'~'--" the new technique, 
the cast is put into a machine 
together with a standard 
polypropylene moulding 
known as a proferm, which IS 
then automatically drawn 
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Elleen Chater, beauty advisor at ~hopper's Drug Mart' 
in Terrace, meets Guy Lsdleur', guest .~ honor-at Use 
Beautiful 80's Seminar h~ Toronto. 
Loca l  goods  w inn ing  favor  =,..=. 
HAL IFAX (CP)  - -  A 
survey taken for Atlantic 
Canada Pins says almost all 
consumers in the region 
believe that locally made 
goods are as good ns or 
better than outside products,' 
and they would choose the 
local product if price and 
quality were equaL 
Atlantic Canada Plm"is an 
(luality were equal, 97 per centwould do so if the 
cent said they would choose proth/cts were available to 
local goods over forelsh them. 
imports and 89 per cent said But only 35 per cent said 
they would choose the local they usually are aware of a 
goods over these produced product's origin. An over- 
elsewhere in Canada. whe lming  mat or i ty  
About wo-thirds indicated suggested that stores.should 
that they even wnuld he~ identify which products are 
willing to pay a higher p.ric~ made in Atlantic Canada. 
for the locally made product One of the mainstays of At- 
Encouraged by the response 
to s ~0,-000 campaign lest 
year, the Alberta depart. 
meat of consumer and 
corporate a~aL,.s is pre- 
parto~ to wade again Into the 
quagmire of consumer 
credit, 
A new media blitz will Mt 
free-spending citl~eea this 
fall and possibly next airing,. 
mn James, director of the 
rovlnelal  ¢6nsumer 
ucaUou program, said in 
an interview. 
The new campaigns will 
retain beth the name Before 
You Go Unde~ and the visual 
sisneture of a man s i sk~ 
'b~) quicksand an he tells 
television viewers about he 
soundness of his fally's 
finances, 
The spur behind the 
program is the province's 
~ r capita debt, estimated to the Idghest in the countw. 
In 19'r/, the year for which 
most recent figures are 
available, credit debt wan 
esflmatM at $1,SSO per 
A]bemm, nearly ~ more 
than the national average M 
$1,306 per person. Alberta 
had I0.~ per cent of the 
country's outstanding 
consumer debt, although it 
had only 8.1 per cent of the' 
country's population. ,
Much d the l~r~/ml d~t  
in the province reflects the 
growing economy, .and 
James says he is net looking 
zer changes in debt figures 
u a meas~e of succeu for 
the program. 
me beeklet worlm with 
been a progrsm to supply to 
However, only 30 per cent stores in the region special 
said they would choose a 'A-I' tags to identify such 
lower quality Atlantic 
product ifprices were equal, products. 
Ninety per cent of the re- 
Eighty-six per cent would spendenis aid the govern- 
like to he able to buy more 
Atlantic products and 77 I~r manta of the four provinces 
should select products and 
services from the region. 
agency established by the ff quality is equal, lanUe Condada Pins has 
AtlantteProvinces Chamber" 
of Commerce to persuade 
consumers in the four 
provinces to buy products 
made in the region. 
The study interviewed 
adult consumers on product 
ceferenees. When price and 
UNRESERVED AUCTION SALE  
of Government of B.C. Vehicles & 
• ~, Equ ipmem , ,. 
v . :  ,~./, : : ~ .~ . ~, , ' /  . / .  , , : :  ' 
Eight Grade~%fr~m',l~6~tO 1~rd. cham~!~ Walxo. 
Austin Western. Some have snow winds. 
Eleven 4 ton dump trucks 1973 to 1~5. Some are' 
equipped with underbody blades. 
1967 Euclid Crawler, c.w dozer, ripper, snow blade end 
O.O. winch (8240) 
1969 I.H.C. 4 T. flat deck, S.K.B. Htsb. 
1970 I.H.C. 4 T. Belbernl Crane 
Five loaders from lY.~/TO 1W1. Hough • A.C. - Scoop. 
mobile 
1971 SKB folding crone 
7 Ton tandem Barford roll~r :'~ .... 
1966 Saltspreader ,.,~ ~r ,.:)~~-o ! 
Wausau, ~e way plow . ,  
Two tampers 
Twenty vehicles, V= and ~ tons 
Moh tilt trailer 
1942 Hobart welder 
Two cyl. Wisconsin eng. 
I.H.C. cargo winch fits T.D. IS 
Misc. Hyd. parts 
1969 Fordlooder. backhoe ~cked 
1973.30'X6' plywood river boat 
Settlement in full sale day. All vehicles wlil be sold 
on a no warranty or guarantee basil. Vehicles not 
readworthy will hove to be towed away by certified 
towing companies. 
Cash or cheque with letter of credit from your bank. 
All merchandise must be removed from the site; 
within seven days of sale. Viewing permitted on 1st and 
2nd of November. 8 a.m. !o 3 p.m. 
Sale will be held et the 
Department of HI0hways Yard 
lath Ave. Prince George, B.C. 
SALE DATE: 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3,19~ 
at 
lOa.m. 
Sale conducted by: 
Joe Work Au¢tiens 
1~ Jasper Road 
Quesnel, B.C. 
PHONE 741-1S94 
Terrace hcreati00 Depadlent 
FEE DROP-liE SPORTS & FITHESS PROGIL4MS 
LADLES KEEP FIT 
6:30.7:30 p,m. 
Moil.. Thornhlll Elementary Gym 
Thure.. Thomhlll Primary Gyro 
PRE.SKI CONDITIONING 
6:30.7:30 p,m. 
Sun. and Wed. 
Thornhlll Secondary Gym 
MEWS INDOOR SOCCER 
7:00.9:00 p,m. 
Mondays 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary Gym 
ARCHERY 
O:O0.10:00 p.m. 
Tused&y and Thursday : 
Copper Mountain .Elementary 
NOON.HOUR FUN HOCKEY 
11:30 a.m..  t:00 p.m. 
Wednesdays. Starts Oct. 24 
Terrace Arena 
Fee: el.S0, day 
CO.ED VOLLEYBALL 
Wednesdays 
Uplands School Gym 
WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER 




6:00 • 10:00 p.m. 
Men. end Wed. 
Skenna School Gym 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
7:30 - 9:00 p,m. 
Mendsys 
Uplands School Gym 
SCRUBB VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE 
7:30 - 10:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary Gym 
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Friday 
Individuals are welcome to loin In on a 
team by calling Alex Nobel 635.2481 
When Alfred Nobel died in complislunenL" 
1896, he left move than $9' Last year, 50,000 Before 
million to perpetuate the You Go Under bechlets were 
Nobel p r i zes . ,  printed • to aceompan] 
! I 
" S mmg oon 
Terrace Art Assoclatlei's 
PRE-CHRISTMAS 
ARTS & CRAFTS SALE 
at the Skeena Mall 
kv. 31 (|-l) & Dec. 1 (O-6} 
All artists wishing to enter their work 
please contact Kelth Oleos 
6SS-9314 er 1,16-7m 
the Saskatchewan govern. 
meat, were sent out. Another 
20,000 have been ordered. 
The figt~re Is"a drop in the 
ocean," considering the 
provincial population, 
James concedes, but he 
argues each booklet would 
likely be mad by more than 
oue family member. 
.A survey conducted last 
fall by Western Research 
and Development found 53.4 
per cent of Alberta adults 
were aware of the campaign 
and 70.3 per  cent of the 
target adults aged IS to 34 
knew ot it. 
James also credits the 
media campaign with 
drawing more people to 
depertment.apomored nine-. 
hour. personal money man- 
agement course. About ),200 
g~ ns attendad the courses year, with enrelments a  
much as four times above 
the average of previous 
years in some cemmmqttes. 
The courses are meant to 
be prevenUve rather than 
Bandaid in nature, James 
says.. 
For persons deep in the 
bog, the department of 
consumer and corporate 
affairs offer individual debt. 
.a program for orderly 
payment ofdebts and about 
the Debtors Asaktsnce Act. 
Pat Brennan, regional 
dL,'ecter of the counselling 
service in Edmonton, says 
he does not believe Before 
You Go Under will do much 
to reduce the number oG 
people looking for help. The 
department is, however, 
l ook ing  toward  hand l ing  
some of the counselling 
~ group rather then 
vidual sessions. 
James says "what we're 
h-sdng ta do is bl~,the dges 
tween whet we ve called 




NANAIMO, B~C. (CP) -- 
The largest salmon farm in 
British Columbia hopes to 
raise one million pounds of 
fish this year. 
Apex BIG Resources Ltd,, 
which operates two hat- 
eberies and extensive salt. 
water facilities on Van- 
couver Island, was founded 
in 19TJ by David Groves, a 
Nanaimo biochemist, and cousel~ service. 
Department employees John Stavrakov, a former 
I1 roughly 3j0oo famfllea high-.~col teacher. 
WOULD YOU DE IliffRESTED IN HAKIN6 
AN EXTiS  THOUSAND OLLARS/ 
Pick wild PinoJ,~shroome in the woods or on the • 
mountains and sell them to us. 
We offer from aS.00 to 88.00 per lb. depending on size 
and quality. 
Please contact the following for further Information. 
TERRACE pHIHC[ RUPERT 
Wayside @rocery Ltd. R. Sngly/ma 
4711G Klifll Ave. Ii~LS IIKlis 
635-4575 6241-4185 
I 
N D S  ': , . . , . ,  
EVERYYEAR 
FOR 7 YEARS 
SAFE, EASY TO CASH 
AND A GOOD RETURN 
Every year, millions of Canad 
in Canada Savings Bonds for son 
good reasons• 
TilE COMI~LIND INTEIIE51" BOND 
If you want savings growth, an investment for 
tlie future, or a retirement fund, you'll choose 
the Compound Interest Bond. It earns interest 
THE REGULAR iNTEREST BOND ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  i~ 
If you want a regular annual 
like the Regular Interest Bond which pays 
interest automatically each November 1. ~ i 
If you're like many bondholders,, rou'il 
appreciate he direct deposit 
feature. With this convenient 
on your interest, after the firstyear, at the 
New Canada Savings Bonds guaranteed annual rate of I0'A% . Here's 
earn you a good return on you/" how the value of a $100 bond grows: 
money: The new bonds are dated ~__~--r:~ NOM [ VALUE NOV., VALUE 
November 1,1979 and yield 101/4 ~ ~ 1980 $110.25 1984 $162.89 
every ear to maturity in 1986. (~--~-'~"~ ~ 1981 $121.55 1985 $179.59 
1982 $134.01 1986 $197.99 Canada Savings Bonds are a 1983 $147.75 
safe, secure investment. They're 
backed by all the resources o[ . (]lOOSE TIlE BOND 
Canada. And they're asy to cash 11[AT'S RIGHT FOR YOU 
Canada Savings Bonds also offer ----. --~.~-. You can buy new Canada Savings 
you a great choice- the Regular Interest --. ~-, :~. Bonds in various amounts up to a total 
Bond and the CompOund l-nterest Bond. "--. ~-~ --- L~=. . .~ i  ~ : " "  purchase limit of $25,000. BOth new bonds 
may be purchased for cash and the 
=ompound Interest Bond mayalso be purchased 
on the convenient Monthly Savings Plan. 
IMPORTANT NEWS ABOUT 
THE CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
YOU NOWOWN. 
The average annual ~eld to maturi~ on Canada Savings Bonds 
dated Nov. I, 1974 to Nov. I, 1978 inclusive has been increased to 
IOU4% effective from Nov. I, 1979. There are also special cash 
bonus l~aymenls due on bonds dated before Nov. 1 1974. 
You'll find all the data Is where you bank or invest. 
NOTE: This y~r for the first time, if you 
cash your new Canada Savings Bonds on 
or before.. Dec. 31, 1979 they will be 
redeeined atfa~e value only, without 
payment of interest. If ~_ ash them 
anytime after EK, c. 31, 1979 you 
will re~ve earned inlerest for eaeh 
full month from Nou I, 1979. 
~dY~OI~IO i~Y 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
on sale now. You can buy yours 
at your bank, investment dealer, 
stock broker, trust company or 
credit us/on. Buy yours today: 
option, your interest is 
deposited directly into your 
chequing or savings acc'ount. 
Just ask for this option 
when you buy your bonds. Or if 
you prefer, you can receive your 
interest by cheque through 
the .mail. 
A GREAT CHOICE 
Page 14, The Herald, Frldey, October 19, 1979 
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  Here  are  ways  of updat ing .an  o lder  home 
You've looked around kitch'en is now no longer cent to your kitchen? Why 
i• i l j i i l l i l l l l l l  I i i i i i i i i i ! i l l l l l i l l l l i • l l l l l l  I and come to the conclusion simply a work area, but a not enclose it for additional 
that you're better off stay- social center as well. Here eating space. Or, you may 
mg in your old, but afford- are suggestions for bringing want to eliminate a wall be- 
ablehome. Howcanyou br- that presently drab kitchen tween your kitchen and 
: W|gHTMAN I SM|TH ing it up to date and make it into theSeventies: breakfast nook tocreateone 
more comfortable? • A storage island with large family room. 
Researcl~ indicates that. but,her.block top can pro. • New appliances such as 
I~ the greatest need for re-  vide needed shelves for pots rang= with separate wall 
_m . . . . . . . .  modeling older homes is in and pans, a handy work area ovens, hi-lo double ovens, 
_m the kitchen and the bath-, for thecook .... or an•gland ishwashers, waste dis- 
~l room and in providing stor- with a range can liberate the posers, and trash compac- 
t~age'mace, cook from a dark corner, tors can be built into new 
a m. .• Experts point out that the " Is there a porch adja-" counter units for great ime- 
: 11½% MORTGAGES AVAILABLE : [] . . . . . . . .  saving convenience. "You may be able to 
' i  ~ l z ~ Q ~ z ~ l z ~ ' ~ ( ~  make better use of existing _ to qual i f ied purchasers on f ive  new homes. Bui lder has ifl- ! " A dark kitchen can be- bathroom space by com- 
structed us those must be sold quick ly  so try your offer. A l l  are come bright and sunny with 
: threabedrooms, havebasemlnt ,¢arpor l ,  dua l fu rnBt l l .  Le tu ,  : I ~m'~l )~m~"~l~l lC t~ new windows or even a sky. partmentalizing; partition- 
ing off areas can allow more m~ arrange an appointment o show you these homes, light or greenhouse window, than one person to use the 
m ~ f f f f f f ~ ~ ~ - = ~  . . . .  I I I  • Extending a wall of the facilities and still have 
1 • REVIEWING AN "OFFER" kitchen can give your family privacy, for instance. • HOME WITH REVENUE 30 ACRES ON GRAHAM • the breakfast nook it needs, 
• UNITS AVE. • Your house has been for sale. nspeeted by sev. el f space al lows, a .= or provide space for a laun- 
[] This Is an Ideal set.up for With small ranted home. : oral potential buyers and at last you are presented dry area. double-vanity will speed up 
an "offer". The t me you invest in reviewing an that morning bottleneck in • the person who Is looking SPACIOUS 'BUNGALOW Excellent potential for the • "offer" can make the difference between a ~at ls -  Outmoded bathrooms are the bathroom. [] for revenue property and I.ocated In town on Tuck Investor or' farmer. Alkln9 • factory sale or delays and frustrations. 
[] would like to keep o close Ave., Is this 1260 sq. ft. 3 SilO,000. Call for further • Make certain that there will be no interrupt ons or not only unstylish, they're 
'B:watch on his Investment. bedroom bungalow. Home details. • distractionswhen reviewing an 'offer'-- it'sthe first inefficient. Here are some •Adding a small powder 
= Set up on 1.13 acres, there Is four year= old and has I I  part of a contract which could govern the sale and ways to bring that bath- room off the basement ree- 
l purchase of your property. • Is a triplex with two easy to care for Alcon FUTURE POTENTIAL • room up to date: reation room can help keep 
35 bedroom units, • two siding. Double carport. Hera Is your chance to huy • First check the obvious points -- are all names 
correctly spelled, Is the property correctly de- •A  tiny bathroom can other bathrooms neat, par- 
la bedroom cabin and the View soon and make your ahomeonhelfanacrawlth ~ scribed, isthe mortgage information accurate, can gain added space from an ticularly i f  there arc young- 
I I  [] mainls  spaclousreSldence'l&50Thelq, fl.h°meand 150,500.°ffer to the asking price of potential of subdividing off • allY°U move by the date requested for poss ss ion ;dates  busine days. ,s the purchase price satis-are adjoining, spacious bed- sters in the family. 
[] hvo lois. The home Itself la I I  [] offers four bedrooms, large factory. 
• living room with Franklin a five year old full • room. Just a few feet can • Many older bathrooms 
ffi fireplace end much more. bosament resldance of- • Then double check your calculations to be sure give a bathroom more have only one small window. 
you know how much cash you will receive. Under- breathing room and pro- A skylight can create the • Also 12x14 shop with WAREHOUSING FOR feting three bedrooms all : stand whatyou have to do and be c rta n that you 
• cement floor. All this for RENT: wlthwall to wall carpetlng. • can. in fact do it. If you have any doubts about vide needed storage space, sunny, open effect you want, 
Basement hem partially • pointscontainedlnths'offer'donotsign tuntilthey without affecting .the" bed- • ~e asking price of 180,000. Call Sloe Parker to dlscu:a finished rec room. Double II. • have been completely removed from your mind. 
your requirements, wa room space to any great de- Ill TENACRESONORAHAM have modern premises carport to help keep thole It Theoffertopurchasepresentedtoyouisbindtng • 
ga AVE, approaching winter =mows • onthepurchaserfortheamountoftimestatedlnthe gree. 
II An Ideal location for available located In town, 'olfer!.Youcanacceptitwithoutchange youcanlet 
[] building your hobl~y farm. with tracksge, offofyourvehl¢lel. Inquire • today about thll exclullve • itexpire.oryoucanconsiderchanges, lfyouchange • Extending a bathroom that's just used for collect. 
[] Excellent soil area. Try lilting which Is priced at • anythingontheoriginalofferyouare n factmakin wall by cantilevering the an 'offeP to sell from you to the purchaser, who the g ing odds and ends, consider 
added floor space (thus installing a lavatory in that can decide to accept or reject your offer to him. B your offer, asking $60,000. 166,500. • 
i i ' "I Before you sign the offer, be certain that it clearly avoiding having to add a space; it will take pressure 
states all points of agreement between you and the foundation) can give you off your bathrooms during A.E. LePage Limited CoasL ~ CoasL Real Estate Service---; purchaserbecausetbecompletionofthesalewill be 
according to what it states, the morning rush, will be 
f ' • Give time and considered attent on to rev ewing handy for guests. 
= J '31t' I~' I ' . ' 1  J r  t EVEMNGS : an 'offer' to purchase -- it can save t me and atten- Nothing is so inconveni. 
= n 7 -h)  h I Bob Rlpmeester Harry Smlfh / I  I tion later, I ' 
v ~v ,,m" V ~ V I 635-21i32 63S.2ii26 • • A 
• " " ' • 1 Pub#shed/n the interestof the ~ommunity: [ ]  I .  
W A~I  ~ a maema~m au=.  J im Duffy Laurie Forbes l  • EV ,  i m~l  by your local Real-Estate Board in Co. • 
I :  qg l  I UR Ig I ,  O¢  AllOW ' ' 635-I~U 6~5.74~JI '•' [ ]  ~ o~er~on w~h ~e'Cana~ianR~ares~r¢'. ' l '  
t[: TERRIOE B.O.  Stan Parker 635-4031 :: ~ ,  
~IIIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
placing one.wall with glass =Install wall/storage sys- 
and fencing off the area tams where you now have 
around it, for a charming, pictures hanging; art ob- 
private, little garden, jeers can add the decorative 
=An over-worked bath-touches, while the shelves 
room calls for added bath-, perform useful storage duty. 
ro~m facilities! Scrutinize =Turn that utilitarian 
your home for areas that basement-laundry into a 
can be converted into an ¢x- thing of beauty, as well as 
tra powder oom or shower function, with handy floor- 
stall. A hallway, a closet, or to-ceiling shelving, an- 
even the spaceunder a stair- casing both washer and 
way offer possibilities, dryer. 
is ideal for decorating with sider installing a pull-down 
plants. • bed that g0es into the wall 
• If the den has a ~loset" "whoa.aft need~l;:~,, 
• Install cabinets in the 
"dead" space over your 
shower or tub for storing ex- 
tra linens, little-used items. 
• if there's wasted space 
under that stairway, now's 
the time to convert it into a 
handy storage area. 
• Turn one wall of the den 
into a floor-to-ceiling stor- 
age unit to house the TV, 
stereo, books, what-have. 
you. 
• Often, space is wasted in 
the area above kitchen win- 
dows - -  install shallow cabi- 
nets for storing little-used 
housewares. 
• If you occasionally have 
need for guest facilities, yet 
don't want to give up your 
den or sewing room, con. 
more room, as .well. 
• New fixtures such as 
whirlpool tubs, saunas .or 
cabinet lavatories can make eat as lack of storage space, 
any bathroom more luxuri- and providing new room for 
gas.. storing out-of-season equip- 
meat or seldom-used items 
• You can give .a bath- can be a real b'0nus. 
room the semblance of spa. Here are some ways you 
ctousness and vastly in- can add storage space to 
crease its eye-appeal by re- your home: 
FROM !i washing just a few dishes at. lots to choo~i;',i~rom, offered for Sale by" :  .tar;every meal. 
...... Be sure and load the BUY DIRECT D sAVE ' R &°porflesLtd'Thlslsaci~ntr°lledsubdlvlsl°ntoCURRlE LTD dishwasher properly, to protect your investment. All lots are nicely treed and located on avoid having to run dishes paved streets, and serviced by an approved water system, through again. 
Some areas designed for mobile homes. Within B few minutes No need to prerinsc 
drive to Terrace. Majority of the lots are priced at $8,700 per lot. dishes, just scrape them ... BUILDER AN,000 Bank financing Is avallBble. For complete details contact: PUDEli dishwasher should be. able to wash even heavily 
(1976) • 635-6142 soiled dishes. 
Let your dishes air dry 
~ 5  O 0  by selecting a cycle witb no 
4645 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE,  B.C. dry time. or stopping the ap. 
~ mm m - ~ -  ~ pliance after the final rinse. 
• UP T mm . . . .  
I PLUS. receive one of the following I PRUDEN 
& OURR E(,.s) LTD 
~ "," 4$4l~Li~kelse Avenue 636-6142 
ooP 
*;.;WITH,ViEW~, ..~ 
'~Thls home~ls:locetecl In an 
~v Xicl~udva, rsa of Terrace 
,,mr~l MS .'captivating view 
e~ofithe~SkeAna V lley. Over 
~31~D0 sq. ft. of gracious 
,r~llvlng, 3 bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, two full bathe, 
• covered patio off kitchen 
and dining room. Oouble 
carport and lovely land. 
scaped lot. Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
details. 
i:,~:i~   . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
A starter home on good 
sized lot. Three bedrooms, 
bathroom, large kltchlm,i 
laundry area with some' 
renovations. This could 
make an excellent com.. 
fortable home. Priced to' 
'sell at m,0oo. Call Danny. 
Sheridan for more details.. 
"EVENING 
PHONES 
3 bedroom double wide 
mobile home on concrete 
rlngwall. Insulated garage. 
& shed on property. Asking 
$34,000. For datalls call 
Olck Evans. 
Three bedroom home ~ 
across from school In ~ 
Horseshoe area. Nicely 
decorated with laundry 
nree and back porch 
leading to garden. Natural 
gas furnace and hot water 
~tank. As a bonus a 2 Ixlrm. 
basement suite with out- 
slda entrance. Call Danny 
Sheridan for an ep. 
point•eat o view. 
'BEAUTIFUL 
RESIDENTIAL LOT ; 
Thla lot Is 132xZM on a 
lovely quiet street In 
Terrace. With almost one 
acre of land this could be 
developed Into a dream 
property. Call Danny 
Sheridan for details. 
JOHN CURRIE - 791.2351 
BOB SHERIDAN • 635.2164 
DICK EVANS - 1,15-7011 
L.ozy 3 oeuroom home 
located on large 179x132' 
corner lot In Kelth Estate. 
Property suitable for, 
development. Asking 
$66,000. Call Dick Evans for 
• That old-fashioned 
wash-basin is sitting on 
wasted space! Now's the 
time to remodel with a new 
vanity that can house many 
bath supplies, give* your' 
bathroom a more modern 
look. 
Remodeling projects can 
be as ambitious as com- 
pletely renovating a room or 
~as simple as installing afew .... 
shelves.., the dividends are 
well worth the effort in any 
case .  
t 
Energy-Saving Tips 
for Automatic Dishwashers 
Fill the dishwasher be- 
fore running it, rather than 
"rAce,reduced -- WeStvl~ 
Dr. Aflracflve 4 Ixlrm. 
home In quiet residential 
area. This home features a 
Ix'eakfast nook In kitchen, 
living room fireplace, 
sundeck off dining room, 
large rec room, sauna, 
laundry room & workshop. 
To view this home call Dick 
z oe~ronm home with 1 
Ixlrm. suite In basement. 
Located In Horseshoe area. 
Asking $35,900. Call Dick 
Evans. 
Choice rural acreagacJosa 
to town. Good read aceesa 
on school bus route. This 
~uld be developed Into a 
ooeutlful rural homestead 
or farm and Is priced to 
sell. Call Danny Sheridan. 
• for details. 
BERT LJUNGH . 635-5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH . 6U.5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN . 635.5:121 
AND DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
3861-15th Ave. Prince George, B.C. 
Phone 562-4114 MEMBER OF HUDAC 
PLUS no mortgage payments til Jan.1 
, Will consider trades of RV's and campers 
.m l .~ 
I 
Meet our representative on MUNROE STREET J 
this Saturday & Sunday - 12 noon - 5 pm 
and choose the home that suits you bestl 
~ or after hours call 635-9151, Room 355. 
home located C/ose'-;o 
school. 1100 sq. ft. 2 brick 
fireplaces. Large 80x200 
lot.. 2_ outbuildings. Call 
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tim e to [ix it.. pa in  t it... spruce  it up~ 
i I 
Do-it,yourself flooring is easier than ever now 
A supei-special bathroom isfloored with Gafstar Softred in the Shannon pattern. Installa 
tion is so easy, a luxury-lover can do it herself. 
Spring seems to bring out 
the renovator in most do-it- 
yourselfers~ ifid oh6 w~y to 
spruce up a winter-weary 
room is to install sparkling 
new, cushion comfort, sheet 
vinyl flooring. 
The new Gafstar sheet 
vinyl flooring is much east-. 
er tO handle than ever be- 
fore, and comes in 6-foot 
and 12-foot widths. It's pli-i 
able, flexible and cuts east: 
ly. 
The new loose-lay sheet 
vinyl from GAF features the 
Quiet-Cor vinyl foam inter- 
layer as well as the Sofstep 
foam backing which makes 
the floor warm, quiet and 
comfortable underfoot. 
Ideal for 'any room, from 
the attic to the basement, 
sheet vinyl can be used over 
most underfloors in resi- 
dential areas. It is not 
recommended for concrete 
floors on or below ground 
level. 
" Because of its clever de. 
sign, the 12-foot sheet al- 
lows for seamless installa- 
tion in all but a few larger 
rooms. 
Installation is simple if 







~viil probably have to trace by the toe kick and floo~. It's a lot easier to match Cut to fit at the'three right or left. 
the measurements directly Press the floorizlg under toe the pattern across the seam' walls as before, allowing 
on the flooring. 
Make sure it is face up. 
Using scissors, shears or a 
sharp knife, you Can cu,tthe 
new sheet vinyl approxi- 
mately the shape Of the 
room, but he sure to leave 
3" oversize in all dimen- 
sions. : .  
3. The best way't(/start 
with the new sheet Vinyl is to 
unroll it, move. it into" the 
room and then butt the sheet 
vinyl against the longest and. 
straightest wall in the room. 
Unroll it across the room, 
, allowing excess material to 
curve up the other three 
walls. 
I f the butt edge is straight, 
it's "go" all the way. If it is 
not, then be sure to allow a 
minimum, of 1/8" clearance 
gap to allow for Uneven 
edges. Be sure to straighten, 
the edge. and adjust first. 
4. Press the material into 
the angle formed at thefloor 
and wall. and carefully cut 
along this bend, allowing for 
the 1/8" clearance. Cut the 
flooring close at door cas- 
ings or undercut tlic casing 
at floor to allow the ma- 
terial to be slipped under- 
neath. 
Cutting Counter Toe Kicks 
I. First, make sure the sketch of the room showing Sometimes it is difficult 
floor is thoroughly cleaned, the counters, bays, alcoves to trim the flooring to fit un- 
Vacuum and' pi¢:k 'up any or other features that would' tier th'~ toe kick space'at tile 
loose pieces' of tile that affect the shape and size of counters. In this case, make' 
might be broken or chipped, the flooring. If the old floor- a mark every three feet 
Then remove the wood ing is intact and was not ce- along the counters with 
moldings, mented own, you can use it blue-colored, carpenter 
2. It's practical to make a for a pat[ern; otherwise, you chalk ~ at an angle formed 
kick and then tightly against than it sounds. It is neces- proper clearance and then, When finished, lay back 
the areas marked,with the sary that the second piece of using a metal straight edge one piece of sheet vinyl at t 
chalk. Pull back the floor-.material be overlapped as a guide, cut through both' the seam and draw a pencil 
ing and connect he marl4s along the seam edge. Be sure the first and second pieces of line on the floor along the 
transferred, to the back ef to allow enough material in sheet vinyl in the over- edge of the second piece. 
the gobds. Cut along this width and length to match lapped areas with a sharp Lay back the second piece 
line,, using scissors or knife the pattern when rough cut- utility knife. Follow a natu- and then spread a six-inch 
against a straight edge Or tang. After the pattern is ralline in the pattern whenit band of adhesive under the 
yai'dstick. 
-5 .  Finally, re-install the 
molding and the "job is 
finished ' 
A I I /16" clearance g~p 
sh0u[d be left between the 
sheet ::vinyl and the wo~d 
molding in order to allow 
the.subfloor to move with- 
out affecting the vinyl floor- 
ing. Wood moldings hould 
he rcnailed to the. base- 
board(not the floors). 
Cement the cove b~ e 
back to the wall witttc t 
clearance, using GAF FI~ 
wall base adhesive 
It is important to in~tall 
the protective metal or ph - 
tic moldings on all other c - 
pos~ edges such as door- 
ways. When installing metal 
or plastic molding at the ex- 
posed, edges of flooring, do 
not ,fasten nails or screws 
!hrough the new floor oover- 
rag. 
It is important ¢ note 
thatonly one seam per room 
may be made in a loose-lay 
installation. If more seams 
are need¢' d, tli'cnthe floor- 
ing must be fully cemented. 
If'full cementing is' neces- 
sary; particle board ¢r hard- 
board is not approved as an 
.ndeday. 
matched, weight down or is possible. Keep the knife seam area, centered on the 
tape, so it will not shift, vertical, not leaning on the pencil l ine. us -~ 
WHEN RE-81DING 
YOUR HOME 
INSUI N H 
8TYROFOAM*SM. 
It means a l i fet ime of savings. Insulating the exterior of your 
home with STYROFOAM" SM brand insulation while you install new 
siding will save you a lot o[ heating dollars...with a lifetime of 
insulation prolection. 
STYROFOAM" SM has a unique com'binalion of insulating 
properties prove n over the past lhirly years. It can'l get wel and soggy: 
won't mildew or rot; can't crumble or break easily; is l ighlweighl- 
yel slrong and easy to use. STYROFOAM" SM retains for years 
ils high insulation value of R-5 per inch of thickness and makes a 
perfecl surface for your new siding. 
And producl as good as STYROFOAM" SM is bound to have 
; '  i~nitators. Thars why we imprinl lhe .bm.ffd na~m.e,o~ ry  boarcl ~'~ 
of STYROFOAM' SM. 
IFIT DOESN'T SAY 
ITISN'T. ' 
, U , EO 
BUILT? 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. I 
4619 PARK AVE. 636-4971 i 
A 720 sq. ft. mobile home 
his lust been listed. In 
excellent condition, and 
situated on a treed and 
nicely landscaped lot. This 
well maintained property 
Is avalleble for $21,0~. 
Includes appliances, 
furniture and wired metll 
storage shed. Phone 
Murlal. MLS. Reduced to 
S19,t00. 
EnloY this flreplacnd 
family room lhat hal 
sliding glass doors, opening 
to the spacious backyerd. 
Three bedrooms upstairs 
with an ensulto off the 
master bedroom. Just • 
~upla of advantages to 
this lovely large homo. For 





Smell country estate. 
Many advantages 1o this 
we l l . l andscaped at- 
tractively built home. 
Trenquility and com., 
fortablo living will be yours 
when you purchase this 
well finished home. For 
more details, call'Judy. 
Attractive family home on 
quiet street In Uplands 
area. Three bedrooms 
upstairs, flreploca, .patio 
doors elf dining room. 
Basement completely 
finished. Asking Slt,500. 
For viewing call Chrlafel or 
Horst Gedllnski. 
Five year old, 3 bedroom 
home on second bench. 
Attractively landscaped 
with good garden area. 
Doublo garage and natural 
gas heating. Owner being 
troneforred. Asking ~lca 
Si0,000. For more In- 
formation, call Joy. 
10 BCrsS wifll subdivision 
pofonflal Oll Graham ind 
Kenney. This properly is a41 
percent cleared. For more 
Ioformltioo, call Joy. 
Cluollty home In Caledonia 
Subdivision has lust been 
listed. !~00 sq. ft., 4 
bedrooms,  enoul |e  
plumbing, eating area In 
k i tchen ,  carpeted  
throughout. One Year old, 
landscaping ham boon done. 
Oill Murlll ~ more In. 
formation. 
i 
Just minutes from ~11o~ 
"and downfov~V)'lltll ham~, 
features four bedrooms, Z 
fireplaces, double carp~rf~ 
IWlll4n range and eves. 
Large landscaped lot with 
fruit eroDe, lla|t newl.-~ 1he :~ 
mortgega Is aseumablo aiM| 
the price has been reduced 
to S43,SO0. Call Murlol .  
MLS, ' ' 
LIST WITH REALTY wORLD- THE BUYERFINDERS 
i 
*OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! 
Qwnor Is anxlou~l to soil 
and has reduced f le esking 
pel¢oon thlshoma sHuNted 
off a popglal I r l l .  
Flrephnca, onsult and four 
bedrooms on .i it floor 
make it a epe¢l I family 
home, Murlal h the in. 
formation on tt listing. 
OIv ! her a callP 
. i 
eopd family home on 
Westv|ew Drive. Attractive 
rock flraplac~ in living 
room, breJkfo)t area off 
kitchen, suncla~k and Iota of 
prlwcy In ho~kyord. Call 
Cht'is~,,I or Ho~I O~lllnskl 
foe ~ro  InflN'maflon On 
thh Well kept home. 
~ I 
11iS ikl. fl.~ 3 bedroom 
hoping?with 3 bedroom 
reyeqi~l ~sult~ In basement. 
Could ~ be ~onverted to 
olngl~ family dwelling. 
Aoklni SS~,O00 -- cell 
Chtlsh]l or Hoist Oodllnski 
for; vl~vhlg. 
I I 
KEI ,I.Y SQUIRES 
635.7616 
See our ..° ;~: ~ yii;  ~ i~i!~ 
|IRECTORYll 
on , I MURIEL NEALE HORST GODLINSKI FRANK SKIDMORE JOY DOVER JUDIPH JEPHSON 
|, " 
/ 
i~  : r u 
,manCe 
. . . .  ' iS 
Z!ii:  ¸  .i. ~; ~: :::': % ; / : 
2x4 studs 
old siding 




STYROFOAM brand insulation is combustil)le and should be properly installed. A gypsum Ix~rd 
interior finish should be used in residential construction. For s~'cific instructions ~,e Dew literaturt 
available from your supplier or from Dew. 
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• CHIMNEYS BOILERS o 
FURNACES • 




Specialists In power.vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 1K5 • 632-2466 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
~o words Or less $2,00 per In. 
Mrtlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Ineartlon charged for 
v~ether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
haa been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
me Incorrect ad. 
ROX NUMRERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avsllable upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
NATE: 
22 clmts per agate line. 
Minimum charge aS.00 per In. 
serflon. 
LIOAL - POLITICAL snd 
TRANSIENT ADVR RTi|iNO: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14•00 per line per month. 
On s 4 month belll only, 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
I~Jbllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIND: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIID CASH WiTH 
ORDIR other than 
RUSINJSSJS WiTH AN 
NaTAEI.ISN ED ACCOUNT. 
Servlco chsrge of 15.00 on ell 
N.S.F. chequee. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provldeq news sub. 
miffed within one month. 15.00 
production charge for wedding 
and-or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
recelved one month or more 
after event |10.00 charge, wlth or 
wlthout plcture. 5ublect to 
conde~satian. Payable In ad. 








Carda of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.63b'/ 





October I, l t / I  
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45,00 
Senior Citizen year 20,00 
Erltlsh Commonwealth and 
United 5tstes of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B,C, 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornh)ll & District 
Phone 6,15.63~7 
KItlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
toclaulfy ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determlne page 
Ioratlon. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, ¢lesslty or relect 
any edvertllement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Redly Servlca, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
renter. 
Box replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not picked up wlthln 10 
days ot explry of an ad- 
vertlsement wlll be destroyed 
unless moiling Instructlans are 
recalved, Those ensv/erlng Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send orl01nals of documonts to 
evold loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is aureed by the advertiser 
requesting space thst the 
liability Of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error eppearlng In the ad- 
vertisement as publlshep shall 
be llmited to the amount paid by 
the edvertlser for o~ly one In. 
correct insertion for the pertlon 
Of the advertising space occupied 
hy the Incorrect or omitted Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
Ilsbllily to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religlon, sex, colOr, nationality, 
S.50 a~castry or place of origin, or 
5.~0 because his age Is between 44 
5.50 and 6,5 years, unless the condition 
Is lustlfled by s bona fide 




meets Wednesday at 8 p.m~ 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
LlS.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Qroup In Kitlmat: telephone 
6324713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Mostlnge. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Mostlngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open h~etlnga 8:30 
p.m. Skeane Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Huspltal. 
AJ.Anon Meatlnga. Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
01 
AUCTIONS 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p.m. 







The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
ea.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 




Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse - 635-3907 
Wedneeday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 




Mills Memorial Hospital  
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
Terrace Little Tbeetre Is 
having an evening of theatre 
activities Including a 
resdlng for the Christmas 
play, Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Little Theatre 
Building, Kalum St. at 0 p.m. 
on Friday Oct. 20th. 
NC3-220 : ./..~, ::.:::,~,. ;.~.~ 
Do you feel you have a 






Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mort. S p.m. • Alanon - 
Skenna Health Unit. 




& Crisis Line for 
Women 
4M4NI 
Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Lezelle Ave. 635.5145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 















As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these end 
other activities, please 
phone 635.2263 end ask for 
Skeene Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
SKEENA HEALTH tJNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES 
Weakly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appolntrnent. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every h~n. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for dotalls and 
registration. 
PR E.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
.2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 




18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 • 5 yr'~. 
(pre-klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screenlng done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wlH carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANOICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 





- a support urvlca 
for women - 
4711 Lazetle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
435-5145. 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Mon.- 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meat 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday - Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Mon a 
Women's Rap, Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
,. Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellows 'Flail, 3222 
Munrne St. (nc.10N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 






November 17, 1979 
(nc-16N) 
Ladies Auxi l iary to the 
Legion Bazaar In the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room, October 20, 1979 from 
2 pm to 4 pro. (nc.190) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will he held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
The Terrace Childbirth 
Education Association will 
be sponsorln0 a pre-natal 
series "The Childbearing 
Year". Starting Oct. 24 1979. 
Contact Marrlan'ne 635-2942 
or Margaret 635.4873 for 
further 'Informatlon. 
(Nc-23 Oct) 
Slide Show Library 
Basement 
Kemano I I 
"A  look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p,m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nanlka.Maurlce "River Club 
(NC-IN) 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Aux i l ia ry  Thrift Shop Is 
having a special Sale on 
handreds of un.used Pat. 
terns and used pocket books, 
this Saturday October 20, 
1979 from lh00 a,m.-4:00 
p.m. Across from /Wanuels 
Resturant. 
(NC 19 Oct) 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Rummage Sale Sat. Oct. 
27th. 9 a.m. till 12 Noon. 
St. Matthew Church Hall 
4727 Park Ave:, 
Donations Welcome 
Drop at Church. 
Monday afternoon OCt. 22. 
Phone 635.4602 for pick up 
(NC 26 Oct.) 
Terrace Status of Women 
will he hosting Lynn Mac. 
Donald, presldent of N.A.C. 
for the Status of Women. 
Issues concerning women 
will be discussed. 
TIME: 7:30 pm 
DATE: Monday, Oct. 22 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 




COLLIE R EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 







3972 Dobie Street 
Phone 435.7124 
10 a.m. : 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12-10-79) 








One white with brown spots, 
wire-halred terrier. Male. 
Found downtown Area on 
Sunday. Ph. 635.4755. 
STFTFN 
Lost In Braun St. area. 
Female shepard cross 
wearing a choke collar. Full 
grown - -  a little on the small 
PLACE: Terrace Hotel side. Dark brown markings. 
Skeena Room. (nc-190) Please phone 635-4308. (p5- 
The Ladies" Auxi l iary  to 
Branch 13 Royal Canadian 
Legion are holdln~ their 
annual "Sn0"~ F lake"  
Bazaar Oct. 20, 1979 at the 
Arena Banquet Room from 2 
to 4 pro. (nc.190) 
United Church Rummage 
and Garage Sale, Sat. Oct. 
20, 1979 - 10am to I pm. 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. Featurlng 
Boutlque corner and at 12:30 
aSl bag sale. Call Allce. 635- 




Sponsored by the Terrace 
Figure Skating Club. Birch 
firewood - -  delivered - -  $35 
per pickup. U.Haul - -  $30.00. 
To order call Pat 
635.2539 
(nc-190) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
240) 
Sept. 22, 1979. Small male 
dog (Peekapoo), White curly 
hair. Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO99D. Sub- 




with fourth class certlfl~:ate 
required for Mills Memorial 
Hospital. hU.O.E, collective 
agreemen~ In 'effectc Apply 
to: 
Personnel Director 
Mills Memorial Hospital 






experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35 mm single lens relfex 
camera, electronic flash & 
car necessary. Must be 
available about 20 minutes 
each morning and afternoon 
Furn i ture ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
olher Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Comer of Apsley & Lakelse 




open dally 10 am - 2 pm. 3930 
Hwy. 16 East next to Hotel. 
app l iances ,  and about one hour each 
evening for one weak. Call 
collect 521-9593. (p3-190) 
Part.time graduate nurse or 
rag!stared nurse to complete 
paramedical examinations 
In Terrace. Car required. 
Apply Go)( 3415B, Station D, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4N1. 
(c3-190) 
AUCTION Appllcatlonsamlnvlted for 
the posltlon of CHIEF  
ENGINEER. 
D~tlI~S ~ villi Include 
Furniture • Tools • Gifts - responsibility for total plant 
HouNwares. Hundreds of operation and maintenance, 
Items. Auction Sale every heading a team of three. 
Sunday 2 pm. Minimum 4th class ticket 
Phone i35.7824 preferred; previous hospital 
(p5-190) and supervisory experience 
helpful. Good working 
conditions, salary and 
benefits. Submit ap- 
plications Immediately to 
the Administrator, BuIkley 
Valley District Hospital, Box 




Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 





Concrete septic tanks In 






High School students for 
light work. Non. and Tues 
3:30.6 p.m. Wed.Thurs.,Frl 
7.9 pro. Permanent opening 
for speedy, conclentlous 
youth. Not suitable for 
lightweight girls as one part 
of the lob entails some lif- 
ting. Phone 635.3716 Wed.. 
Frl before 6 p.m. or write 
Box 706, Terrace. 
WANTEDOne male actor 
Phone 635-7507 after S p.m. 
P3-22Oct. 
Experienced shake block 
cutters wanted for Queen 
Charlotte Island operations. 
Must be able to work on 
piece work basis. Highest 






In the following areas: 
ThornMIh 
Cottonwood Street, Emplm 
greet, Paquette Avenue, 
Kofoed • DesJardlnes, 
Kofoed . Sherples, Rlvar 
Drive, Burgess • Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creak Rd., 4900 Block 
~ar ,  4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
:hone: 
LlS.II,lS7 
between 9 am and S pm.i 
Kltlmat: 
~'ukon Street, Quail . 
Sterling Streets, Oriole . 
Usprey Streets. 




Will do typing In my home, 
IBM electric typewriter.  
Phone 638.1677. (c3.190) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall,  stucco, tile, 










Are your ceilings getting 
dingy looking? If they are, 
have them professionally 
resprayed. Call Earl at 638. 
2776 
C40-12 Dec. 
Qua l i f i ed  .c .a~ en;~e r ~ 
tradesman fu l ly  equipped 
with air tools, avallaMe for 
renevatlons, custom cabinet, 
arb()rlte, formica In- 
stallations. Will consider all 
other types of finishing work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
,.~on. 635-5708 
(C10-1N) 
A Fender reverb .vlbrolux 
amplifier. Twin speakers. 4 
Input. Almost new. Phone 
635.2009 after 5:30 pm. (p3- 
190) 
machine 2 years old. For 
further In, formation call 635. 
7878. (c20-8N) 
GARAGE SALE 
Anythlng & everything and 
we dlcker. From 10 am to 4 
pm at 4615 Graham. Held 
Indoors In a garage. (c3. 
190) 
Garage Sale 
Anything and everything and 
wedlcker. From 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. at 4615 Graham. Held 
Indoors In a garage. 
Saturday 13th. 
'79 CR 125R for sale• Phone 
635.5419. (p5-190) 
For Sale: One dining room 
table and six chairs. One 
canopy to fit crewcab or  
short box truck. 50" long. 
Phone 635-5572. (p3-190) 
For Sale: Four cylinder, 1000 
cc motor out of Mazda 
pickup. Excellent cond. 
Rebuilt. 40,000 miles as 
rebuilt. S4(X) OBO. Phone 798- 
2418. (c$-230) 
For Salo Astro 11,x15"' tires 
on 8" chrome mags. Fits 
Ford or Dodge :/2 Ton. 300.00 
FIRM. 638.1010 after 4 P.M. 
(P3.22 OCt) 
For Sale 1 frldge and stove- 
50.00each, 1 push lawn 
mower 10.00. 3 tires size 
800X161A at 10.00 each, 2 
radial tiros lS"at 10.00 each, 
Ladles skates size 10 
20.00.Girls skates size 3V2 
10.00. Vaporizer 2.00. Wanted 
one upright veccum cleaner. 
Phone 635.3401 
(C2.19 Oct.) 
For Sale: four tires and rims 
0x14.5 for mobile home. 
hockey equipment, gloves, 
pants, ankle, shin, e lbow& 
shoulder guards. One pair 
professional model goalie 
gloves. Celestial telescope. 
234x60 mm. Phone 635.4297 
after 6 pro. (p4-190) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a prlco 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4435 Lakolse 
Ave. Phone 135.5172, (ctfn.2. 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
63S4S76 
(cffn-2-10.79) 
For Sale: winter tires - 
excellent shape: $25 each. 
Mounted on 15 Inch rims to  
fit GMC or Chey vehicles,,2 
H78x15 and 2 G70x15 belted. 
Phone 635.5855. (p3-190) 
For ~ie:  One new wood 
heater. $80, Phone ~5-5273. 
(p5.190) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635-4246. (c5.190) 
For Sale: Four XL AX 15" 
steel belted tires. One 
15"rim for Chev car and one 
14" rim. Phone 635-6672 after 
4:00 p.m. "" 
1=3 23Oct. 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 




3215 Kalum Street 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formatlo;I phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661 (am-7.8-79-Tu,Fr) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. (cm.5. 
10.79) 
To give away -- four adult 
cats. 1 neutered m~le and 
three spayed females. Phone 
635-6536 8:30-4:30 pm. (c3- 
190) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
Cne cat and one kitten. 
Kitten Is black, lively --  cat 
Is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adaptable, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Insists. 
Call 6354357 days, 638-1639 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc- 
stf) 
For Sale: Registered 
AJaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
OCt. 19. Ph. 638-1996 after S 
pro. (p10.2gO) 
For Sale: 3 year old male 
Irish setter. Excellent with 
children, 630.1996 after 5 pm. 
(p5.220) 
3 tiger stripe Kittens. Call 
635.6361 before 5 p.m, 635. 
7448 after 5 p.m. 
(P5-24 Oct) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone. 
5417. (ctfn.11.10.79) 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10-12 yards. Phone 635.4081. 
(plO.230) 
Wanted to buy - Old car and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635.4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
Wanted - Good.furniture and 
misc. articles for auction. 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7824or 
• 3092 Hw', 16 East. (p20.1N) 
Wanted to rent: covered 
garage space for six montha. 
Write to Box 1224, c.o 
Terrace Dally Herald, 3212 
Kalum St., Terrace. (pS. 
230) 
Large table wlth or without 
chairs, and chesterfield and 
chair. Phone 638.1576 
(C2-19 Oct.) 
Wanted to buy: one bar 
frldge and one hot plate. 
Phone 635.7216. (p3.190) 
I am collecting Canadlan 
coins, If you have sliver you 
want to sell, I pay top 
prlces. Also Blrch flrewood 
$3S.00 Phone 638.1323 
P5.25 Oct 
For Sele:1965 TD15B cat 
with, power steering, 
R.O.P.S., angle Dozer. 
$21,000 Phone635.6282 after 6 
p.m. 
[P5.25 Oct) 
For Sale 1973 GM =/4 ton 
pickup, ve, 4 speed, power 
steering and brakes, radio, 
electric trailer brakes and 
drop hitch.S2,750. Phone 635. 
6282 after 6 p.m. 
(P5-25Oct) 
For sale 1962 DodgeDgO0, S% 
A flatdeck with air brakes, ! 
rigged to pull trailer. New 
413 engine. $2,500. Phone 635. 
6282 after 6 p.m. 
(P5-25 Oct) 
AT unur t ,  47, HOMES 
FOR RENT 
For Rent: 32 ft. trailer with 
expanding living room. 
Furnished, one bdrm. Phone 
';;~635;3186. " (c5.230) 
The B.C. Housing 
Management Is taking ap- 
pllcatlons for ac- 
commodation at the 
"Wi l lows".  3404 Kelum 
Street for bachelor and one 
bedroom apartments. A rent 
supplement Is avai lab le  
depending on Income. In. 
terested persons over ageor 
55 or single persons In 
RECEIPT OF GAIN for the 
handicapped may obtain 
appllceHons at 103.3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
or by mall to Box 310, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VaJ 31)9. Phone 
Inquiries collect to 627.7501. 
attn.10.10-79) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Litt/a Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
~ousekeeplng units, cen. 
trally located. Fully fur. 
~lshed. Reasonable rates 
)y day or week. Non. 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 435. 
~11. (ctf-f) 
II I i l l  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Dfflce No. 2 . 4603 Scoh 
One, two and thre( 
3edroom apartments.  
Laundry & storage area,. 
Near schools and dowm. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spactous, security Iockup 
and patrol. Ftttl.tlmeJ 
manager In residence. I 
635 5224 1 
Icff.f I 
New panabede home. 1240 
sq. ft. 3 hr. full basement. 
Features fireplace, patio, 
low taxes. May be seen 2109 
Churchill Drive. Price: 
upper 70's. Call 635..%87 . 
leave name and number. 
(p4-190) 
49, HOMES. 
" FOR SALE. 
4 BR home. 1270 sq. ft. 2 
bathrooms. Ample car- 
petlng. Ph. 63S.4450 for 
appointment to view. (p10- 
'240) 
3 br. country home wlth 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 sq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden area with ~ 
excellent soil. Asking 
S40R00. Phone 635-2,185 after 
6 pro. (¢ffn,14-10.79) "
Three bedroom view home 
overleoklng Terrace and the ," 
Skeena Valley. Many ex. 
For Lease: Warehouse o&i 
shop. 6 units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Ceiling 14x14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gas heat. 
Ph. 63.5.7459. (cffn.MWF-12. 
10-79)' 
Valuable commercial ot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Information please phone 
Russ Roper .%2.6114 Collect. 
(C10.Nov 1.) 
callent features, Including Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
wall to wall carpeting, built lot on 4516 Cedar Cree~nt. 
Indlshwasher, twofull baths Ideal resldentlaf area with 
and large covered sundeck, potential "view. $21,000. 
Located In a quiet reeldentlal Contact 635-7696. (ctfn'-2-10. 
area only minutes from 79) 
~.chools and downtown. 1.74 acres lake area 
Possession can be Ira. property. Trailer and large 
madlete. To view ph~e 790. shop for sale. Phone 798-2562 






House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635-7117 for 
further dutallL (cirri-16-10* 
3 BR home wi th  full 
haeemenh Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. S0xl00. View at 4763 
SIraume or phone ~L%S.9233 
after .5 pm. (p30.300) 
52. WANTED ~ 
TO REHT 
2 or 3 BR house with 
basement and fireplace 
ffeforred but net urgent. 
Cne or 2 steps to front en.' 
trance. CaU evenings only 




required for doctor. Fhone 
635-6263. (e5.190) 
Working couple with outside 
dog require .,.one or  two 
bedroom house or..traller 
close to town• 638-1698or 635 
5916 






Coin operated chlldrens 
cartoon Movie Huts In sound 
end color. When placed In 
shoppln9 malls and large 
retail stores they are proven 
money makers, trefflc 
builders and entertaining• 
Sub Dlstributorshlpsare now 
available In following treas. 
(1) East & West Kootonays. 
(2) Frlnca George and areas 
to the north and west. 
(3) Prince Rupert & 
Smlthers areas. 
Do you have • few houre 
par week to epare end ep. 
prox. $20,000 for Investment 
In four unite? Exclusive 
territory and trelnlng In 
service of units provided• A 
new concept of chlldrene 
entertalnmant fast growing 
across Canada. For more 
detalla contact the 
dletrlhutor of,MOVIE HUT 
In B.C, ..... 
Stellar Paclflc 
Dlstrlbutore Ltd. 
690 Klngston Ave. 
Kamloops, B.C. V2B 2C8 
Ph. 376.6255 
FOR SAt E 
Small business. Can be 
For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on operated part time or In 
second floor. Air con. conjunction with another 
dltlmed. Located at 4623 line. Easy terms to right 
Lakelso Avenue. Phone 635. parly. Phone 635.4S69 
25S2. (cffn-2-10-77) evenings. (p8.260) 
II I .  
AHiiOUliCEHENI 
IERRACE DEBT COUNSELLOR 
will be closed 
October 17, 18, 19 & 20, 1979 
For 5ale: Fdly equipped 
convenience etore. With 
living accommodation. Store 
does a Oood year round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation ploese write Box 
1214 or call 6.35.3971.. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
1970 Z2e Camaro wlne color• 
Custom Interior. Power 




Phone Prince Rupert 
634.5704 after 5 p.m; 
(CS-25 Oct) 
1970 Nova S.S. vlew at 4724 
Loun Avenue. 
( P1-19 OCt) 
For Sale: 197S Ford Granada 
E.S.S. PS, PB, radio, bucket 
seats, radials. Low miles. 
Would like older car In trade. 
Phone 63S.200~ after 5:30 pro. 
(p3.190) 
Priced for quick sale - -  '74 
Mazda RX3 Rotary. Has. 
summer rndlals and winter  
bias ply tires. Stereo 
topedeck & radio. New 
brakes, but needs muffler 
. replecement. Asking 5900 
OBO. Fhone 638-8430. (p5- 
230) . 
1974 VW Beetle. In good 
condition. 635-5146 benign 
9-4 Monday thru Friday. (p3- 
190) 
~1967 Dodge for sale. Auto. 6 
cylinder. Phone 638.1390. 
(p4-220) 
1974 Corvette High Per- 
formance 350. T roof. Tilt 
wheel. New paint and tires• 
Phone 635.3153. (p5-190) 
1964 Pontiac Parl.lenne 327 
V.0 Aytomatlc transmlsolon. 
Needs some repairs. 150.00 
FIRM. Ph 635-4219 after 12 
Noon. 
_ (TFN) '  ~; ...... 
1970 Mazda 1800 4 door' 
automatic Exc. ~ body. AM. 
FM radio and cassette deck. 
Exc spaekera. P.B. good 
motor after $ phone 635-5197. 
(P2.19.23 Oct) 
1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
635.4246. (cS.190) 
Truck for sale: 19/8 Bronco. 
PS, PB, posltracflon, 351 
with 4 speed. Excellent 
tapedack and radio. 635-5,116. 
(ct6-220) 
'72 Chev SWB Van. New 
radial tires, paint, Insulated 
Interior. Phone 638.1037. (p4- 
190) 
• I . . . . . . . . . . .  
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llrlDEAS il garage "le 4TH CLASS ENGINEER Safeway mobile and addition )ct. 20, 21, 79 9 P.M 
TERMS BENCHMAN (M/F) $7,00080Xl00'servlcedlot. 15 iNEWS OF PROGRESS 1 Cashonly NoCheques klllowatt dlesel electric 
generator plant. 1 and 3 Muzzling Gas-Guzzling 3539 Rifle RangeRd. 
phase Homollte XL chain- With a new energy crisis Terrace, B.C. Takla Forest Products Limited has Immediate 
saw 16' chestnut cedar brewing, smart.private and Heavy rock boxes, TD 14- openings In the above trade categorle#. Current I.W.A. 
canoe, commercial drivers are do- NR, Hough loader • N.R, wage rate apply along with an excellent health, 
Phone 635-2715 ing all they can to conserve Shop furnace, 3 HP motor welfare, ponslon and dental plan. ' , 
(P1-19 Oct) precious fuel. & compressor, Shop tools, For further Information and to make application 
Boom boat, Welding cart please call: 
For Sale: 1972 Norwestern Good car-care will put you lines & gauges, Propane D.R.Wllson 
12x56 mobile home with on the road to fuel savings, tanks, Milk cans, Fuel Persannal Supervisor 
10x12 finished addition, Vehicle maintenance tanks, New CB radio . 40 Tekla Forest Products 
unfurnishedand In good plays an important role in channel • portable, D8 Box254 
condition. Reasonably conserving as. You can ira- rollers, Assorted .steel Fort St. Jemes, B.C.V0JIPO 
priced. Phone 635.5539. (p7: prove your ear's efficiency metal roofing, Bridge ffkl241 
1~O) • bY having it  serviced regular- timbers, Winch, 777 
ly. Check tbe manifold heat grader, 2 Buildings on 
For Sale: 1972 12x68 foot control, have a general tune- skids, 2 Outboard motors, 
trailer set up In trailer park. .up. Have the choke,.fan and Log trailer, Motor.brush 
air condit ioning be l t s  
For app. to view call 635- checked and the air filter in- fan, 12x$4 House trailer, 
2506. (C20.8N) spected. Improperly aligned Record player, Vacuum CAREER OPPORTUNITY  
For Sale: 1976 24x60 Horace tires, too. waste gas and :leaner,. Prolector, 35 
make the tires wear out Argus camera, 3S Aslhl. with 
mobile home In Pine Mobile faster. Pentab camera, gx2e EUROCAN PULP  & PAPER 
Home Park• For more In. Multi-grade motor oils bunkhoueatraller,38acree CO.  LTD 
formation please call 635. ear also boost fuel economy Nlth large shop. 
2261 and ask for Tom. (c7- by three percent to better YARD SALE: October 2() (Ootsa Logging Division) 
190) than six percent for both and 21 at 9 a.m. cash no 
autos and trucks, accord- cheques. 3539Rlfle Range PERSONNEL AND Must Sell - -  197S Diplomat ing to the Amalie Refining 
mobile home. Furnished or Company, which has been road. S A F E T Y  
unfurnished. Extras In- concerned with American Cable, pokers, 8',1 beams 
¢ludod. Can be seen by ap- drivers and their automotive case loader NR, TD 14 NR 
(c7- needs for over 75 years. A Bobcat loader NR, truck SUPERVISOR poIntment. Ph. 632-258L 
1~1 " 25-truck fleet, for instance, and grade chalns, crucher 
using multi-grade lubricants, screen =A" 
could save more than plywood cement forms LOCATION:OotsaLogglngDIvlslon, ls75mllessouth. 
$25,000 each year in fuel truck plows and blades, west of Burns Lake, B.C. 
costs! Phone 
MOTORHOMES FOR Being resource-full re- 63S4~31 CANDIDATE: Reporting directly 1o the Divisional 
RENT: 20' to 26'. quires putting the brakes on (c2-12J90) Manager the successful al)pllcent's responslbllltlep 
Luxm;Iously equipped.. Fully energy waste! will Include the development and Implementation of an 
Insured. Available for Nov., active safety program, recruitment of both hourly and 
• Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. salary paid personnel, an administration of the various 
(c20-16N) employee benefits programs. In addition, the efficient 
and orderly operations of the cookhouse and bunkhouse 
facilities, plus the furthering of company Interests In 
MU'ST SELL I M . .  the surrounding community will he required of this 
MEDIATELY: 19. 31 fcot WANTED position. Wilderness travel trailer. 
Asking $i~500. View at Reel " WAGE AND BENEFITS: The company offers a 
Inn Motol. Highway 16West. highly competitive salary and a complete range of 
Last trailer on left. (ctfn.2. employer paid benefits. Relocation assistance will be 
 79) Retired people or people with cars pray,dad to the successful applicant. 
SERVICES to deliver papers to drops in Interested porsons are requested to submlt o detailed 67. 
• resume, or call collect: (604) 692.3186. I 
AROUND AT THE LAST (~l 'ace & Thornh i l l .  P lease  Attention: Mr. P.J. Conner 
MINUTE? 
Get your Christmas shop- a t  the  Daily Hera ld  o f f i ce .  EURC3C:AN 
p PUL l  = ~. PAPER CO. LTD. ping done now In the privacy ~ gorse Legging Division 
and comfort of your own 
home. REGAL carries a R.R. No. 2 
complete line of Christmas aurae Lake, B.C. 
cards ,  wrapp ings ,  
decoretlons and Inexpensive :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:~:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
gifts for everyone on your 
list. Call Carole, your Regal 
repreeontatlve, now for your. HAKE'CO C copy of .our Christmas catalogue, at 635.5693. 
((:2-19, 23 October) 
We prepare your In- 
corporatlon~ pap~'s, over the .. 
phone. ~---faitv For more '  
Information please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
- - . A U . , ,  _ . -  
FREE 112.g00-~L1-30~ {In
Vancouver cal l  687.2442) 
Chergex and Mastercharge. 
welcome. (affn-10-10-79) ~ ' ~  
r - - -  , •yet adCru ! 
. , . . ,Av .   Ohor. ,O ,C .O . 
. . :~, ~.~.~v;~ B ~: ' ~ ca'hi.'2'se~ oF|i~es and rims ,qA CREDITORS • "L'~ r~ "~'~ 
. . . . . . .  ' ' ' softand hard top. Phone 635- IN THE MATTER OF '~ 
, 1 S T  o 
" ~'~ ="~' ~ ['<' ~ ~ (C5 25 Oct) . WALDEMAR PENNER, 
formerly of Terrace, British ~ 
I Leaving in 3 weeks. Must Iliverside A, t0 Wreck'nL s,,,- 1,70 Pord van P159 c. Co,ombla. Creditors and others 
I • wswlvelcaptain chairs. AC, having claims against the ~ ~ . , , ~  , ,  ~ 
. • " headers, summer & winter I } ' L~¢ensed mechamcs a~adable . . . . . .  above Estate are required to 
I ~ "~,a l l  n~r t$  tires. :rome customizing, sand fuii parflculers of such " ,~\~ ~ j ~  
su  ~o~u, , ,  t ' - - "  , Stereo etc. Ph. 635.2803 rm. 
-Used parts & accessorms 2. (pls.240) claimSBrown, tONg. Crampton3.4623 Park & 
~ T - ~" " - -ucks  1978 Bronco PS,PB Aven'ue, Terrace, Brltleh 
I -usea  car~ ~c  ~r  • posltractlon, 351 with 4 Columbia, on or before the 
01st day of December, 1979, •-Motors & transmgsswns at ,pesd Excellent tapedeck 
I reduced  - r : ces  and radio. 635-5416. after Whlch date the assets of ~ 
, . Jr" (C16.22Oc11 the said Estate Will be / /  / . I -BCAA affiliate distributed, having regard 
only to the claims that have "~ 
been received. ' r-, 
24 HOUR TOWING For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manc~ 
] . , . , . . . . .A  mobile home. Unfurnished. -,~-~ ~v0~ " ~ ~ '{~ .. , / . "'., ~,"~,,~.,  /~,, ~" 
-6 7 4129 Slbstati0l Road I~k l -9 ;9~1 set up and sklrhM In local !:: C~ampton 8," BroWn _ ~,~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  ~-. ~ f * ~ . ~ ~ ~ (  ~,( ~(~ 
] trailer park. Phone63S.973~. '~ : ", Sollcltori'~or' ~ ~ " ~ ~  .~_._..~--'~- ,~l~,..~'~'~,~if/~,~ ~'" 
.... "I" ~:'., .th~.Eatat~ 
, . : -;, We re on display Sot. Oct, 201':,:r CRE.,oRsNOTICETO ~ " ; ,  : ,, ~ ! - _ ~ ' ~  " ~  
Estate of, the deceesed? ; ~"- . . . . .  -'-"~ =~:~-  . . . .  '"" 
HOWLETT,' El'edb.rlck.~ " "~": """ ' .... -" "~ '~" --- " . . . .  / at the ' / ~" ~'' ~ " " '" : ' ' :  " : ~ " " "  ( 
/ SKEENA MALL I s''''r'r-'"°' 
'. David, Late of ,40if 'SPa'k] 
Creditors add *other.9 ~. 
' having claims against the. 
said estates, are hereby..' 
/ Come and see how we work Bad pick up your DISCOUNT COUPON / required to send them duly . 
/ at the same time. / verlfledTRuSTEE,to he000 PUBLICHornhy With the people you need by placing a classified ad 
| " ,., - , SUPERSONiC  CLEANING-  " Street, Vancouver, B.C. V~Z '~ ~'~: . . . .  in Daily Hera ld .  The classified section puts 
/ ~ '~ . ~ ~ 20 times more / 2C5, before Nov. 21, 1979 
/ / / /  II '~,~ CONCORD \ powerful than ordinary / afterwhlchdatotheessotsof yOU in touch with people in the market for homes, 
~ ~ ~ CARE-'" ~ machines ~ i ~ ' ~ ~  Carpet .  Upho ls tery -  ~ ~ j  I ' the said ear';re(s) will be apartments, jobs, boats, investments, furniture, , ! Terrace, KItimat• arnithers, Houston ~i_~'~,~'~ / /  / distributed, having regard 
~IBI J l  i Co . . . . .  lal&Residentia, i~ , .~ , "  / /  ' | only to clalms that have boun musical instruments, cars and trucks. You n a m e  / I ............. r . . vad  
CL,NTON W. FORTE it! Our classifieds get results! 
Be a TERRA(J;~-KITIMAT" method Phone 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
(a4.10,17,24,310) 
. I leraH. doll he old paper carrier 
L Phone - 635-4612 _ ) 635-6357 
• I 
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TERRACE 
Recreation 
By MARY-MARGARET SMITH-SNEED 
The Terrace Recreation Department has started a 
great new Noon Hour Hockey program which runs 
every Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. starting 
Oct. 24, This is strictly fun hockey with no referees, 
linosmen, clock or shooting above the waist. People 
are invited .to drop in for $1.50 fee and organize 
themselves into teams. Showers, changing rooms and 
the concession will be available. There will be no noon 
hour Public Skating on Wednesday but there will be 
public skating Wednesday evenings from 6:15-7:15 
p.m. 
An organizational meeting will be held in the arena 
banquet room on Monday Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. to discuss 
the formation of a women's elf-defense. If you would 
like to learn to defend yourself in a crisis situation or 
have some skills in the Martial arts to share with other 
women, then this first get together needs your sup- 
port. A demonstration and practice session will also be 
lead by co-ordinator Maureen Basteck. 
A halloween Teen Disco will be held at the arena 
banquet room Friday Oct. 26 from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 
a.m. Music will be provided by Pacific Norhtern 
Productions from Kitlmat. Prizes will be awarded for 
the best costumes. Admission will be $3 at the door. 
Halloween is coming soon and the recreation 
department is going to hold the Second Annual 
Pumpkin Carving Contest, on Sunday OCt. 28 from 2 to 
4 p.m. Last years event was extremely popular and we 
expect another very successful Halloween celebration 
again this year. Watch for more details next week. 
The Terrace Swimming Pool is still closed but we 
expect o be open by November I for swimming. All of 
those people enrolled in Swim Programs will be 
telephoned individually to inform them of when their 
program starts. Meanwhile the Sauna and Weight 
Rooms are open daffy. 
The popular Tuesday and Thursday morning 
program for pre-schoolers "Time for Tots" is still 
open for registration for its November session. 
Registration will be accepted at the Arena Office. 
The November sessions of Native Wood Carving 
also open for registration at beth the Arena and 
Kermodie Friendship Centre. 
We are planning the Winter session of Programs 
now and are looking for instructors to teach arts and 
crafts, general interest or fitness programs or 
workshops. Experienced Volunteers are also needed 
to lead sports programs. 
We would also like to hear from anyone in the 
community who has suggestions for the type of 
programs they would like us to hold in the coming 
Winter Session. 
"How many times have I told you not to snap 
your fingers while I'm extracting teeth 
under hypnosis?" 
Sociologist here to 
speak on women 
Terrace Status of Women discussing the role NAC has 
will he hosting Lynn Mc- played in obtaining changes 
Donald, president o~ the for the status (f women also ~ tiosal Action Codunittee some of the issues that they 
the Status of Women in will he dealing with in the 
Canada, at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 22 next few months. Another 
in the Skenna Room of the area o~ concern she will 
Terrace Hotel. address will be the ira- 
McDonald has been a portance of having more 
professor of Soclolegy at women elected to public 
~ffice, whether it'he on the both Dalhousle and Me- 
Master Univemlties. She has local level, school boards 
published books and ar- and manlolpal councils, or 
Uckles relaUng to her par. on the federaland provincial 
lleninr areas of academic level. 
interest--saeiology of law . Everyone is welcome to 
and the sociology of the meeting. For more in; 
deviance, formation please call 635- 
McDonald will be T763 or 635-7435. 
FRIDAY 5 p.m. to midnight 
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SATURDAY 10 p.m. to 5 p,n. 
'Inside i~ i .  Fam. ' ShXl'O" [ Hares du 
l Gord~ I Track l Robinson See 
I G°dzllla I Circle I Untamed i Once Upon Cont'dSemedl 
Cont'd ;45,1~"~ I Square i World I" c,..,c 
Disco part of treatment 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -- 
Everything from ballol-box 
manufacturing to group 
thera~ has been tried in 
efforts to rehabllltate 
l~rlnoasre in Canadian penal 
institutions, Now something 
now her been added-- disco. 
Two atuden.tS from 
McArthur College recently 
spent an eveningdisco 
dancing with convlete at the 
Collins Bay prison and came 
away feeling that except for 
the barred windows it was 
pretty much like going to a 
hish-schecl dance. 
Maryruth Cewker, Pam 
Hills and five of their 
classmates who went to the 
dance said later their at- 
titudes toward prison ~e 
were changed by the ex- 
perience. 
When they arrived at 
COllIUS Bay they were taken 
this year had formed a 
chapter of the John Howard 
Society. 
Among these they met was 
Tom l~'eneh, a man who de- 
scribed hin~elt as a lifelong 
thief doing tlme for murder. 
Into a room and searched to "~'or a man that's been 
make sure thwy were not ~iside f~ four or five years 
carrying any metal ebJects, it's a little hard to meet 
Latortheyworeeseortodtoa people and get along with 
room where they met a people." 
group of men who earller The  students were told the 
French and his friends told 
• the tprla they would like 
them. to return regularly to 
paruclpate in a dance club 
organized for prisoners 
about ohe released. ' 
"We have everything y, 1 
have on the outside exee L 
women's companionship ' 
French told the visiting itu. 





We are pleased to nascence that we 
have moved to Terrace, We're jest ,in tim 
for your Christmas painting & decoratin|, 








































11i i I--' I ' "  I = I ~"'°' !17  , Quest Cont'd &Mc Gow. Painting Teleleans The Cont'd Kelelcioscope Education. Cont'd :45 Jetsons Cont d Cont'd Behavlour Cont'd 
12 :IONS Tony 'Sports Feel the Pony Week Like Connectlonl Le 
:30 NFL End Dancing Cont'd semalne 
:45 Cont'd . Cont'd . Cont'd Cont'dConffd Cont'dParlementalre 
11~ Sport, Cont'd Show Movie Femme 
:30 i world ' Cont'd Bli This Happy lYAulour 
Cont'd Cont'd Journal Breed D'hUl 
" " " "  ~ ~ L i  :45 i Cont'd Cont'd I ~ ~ m , , , m m l n t e r n a t l ° n a l  Cont'd I Co t'd 
i~ i  Cont'd Cont'd ' Sports Cont'd Bagatelle 
;~ Cont'd CanYd Flashback Cont'd Cont'd 
seturCey ConYd Sports ConYd Cont'd 
. Movie Cont'd Hoteaat Cont'd I Cmt'd 
organizing committee 
.wasn't interested in seeing 
them form personal 
.relationships with the 
~-.o.ers, 
Prison effielalB recently 
a~to  allow two women 
from the Kinptan Prison 
For Women to come to 
Collins Bay to work in the 
carpentry shop during the 
day, a development wldch 
French says has made a 
major impact on the prison. 
"For the guys that work in 
the cer~ntry shop, that's all 
they talk about, because it's 
scmethli~ now," he says. 
"We don't think they're 
going co~d or anything, but 
it's a start." 
"I wish I had a camera," 
said Graham Stewart, 
e~ecutive director of the 
Kingston John Howard 
Society, as he watch.ed...the 
dancers after the inmaz 
uneasiness on both sides d~-, 
appeared. 
"You're out of the Joint 
when you're in a group like 
this," said Sam Weiss, who is 
doing time on a narcotics 
conviction. 
"When you go home 
• toni8ht, you can tell your 
friends that we've only got 
one head-- we're not aU that 
had," French told the girls 
as they prepared to leave. 
"We're not angels either." 
. Miss Cawker enid she was 
impressed with the evening. 
"It's not what I had ex- 
pected -- I know I can 
convince some of my friends 
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